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ABSTRACT
Developed for use by either secondarY or

postsecondary institutions offering vocational education pyograms,
this handbook addresses steps in establishing a volunteer program in
conjunction with its vocational education program. The handbook is
organized around four major topics: a) planning the volunteer
program (securing Supporf; needs assessment; program goals and
objectives; volunteer roles, duties, and responsibilities; school's,
iesponsibilities; planning for program implementation; financial
considerations; eiraluation), (2) program administration (structure,
support,requirements, program monitoring and record keeping, prograd
supervision, staff relations), (3) program implementation (staff

, orientation; commurity relations; identifying specific needs for
volunteer assistance; volunteer recruitment, screening, selection,
orientation, training, placement, and retention), and (4) evaluation
(monitoring program perforMance, evaluating program impact, internal
.and external evaluation). Sample forms are provided. (YL8)
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Preface

Voluntary acdon is an integral part of American
society. Each-year, millions of Americans volunteer
their time and assistance to catpies which they Con-
sider worthwhile. A recent Gallup survey found that-
52 percent of American adulta performed volunteer
activities between March of 1980 and March of 1981,
and 31 percent Of the population regtilarly spent more
thadone hour per week on volunteer work (Volunteer-
ing Action Leadership, Winter, 1982). In an earlier
investigation of volunteer work in America, the U. S.
Department of Labor estimated that in 1980 volun-
teers would contribute -thirty billion dollars to the
value of the United States' economy (Raley, 1978). In
education alone, the number of citizens serving as
educational volunteers ia estimated to be six million
persons (National School Volunteer Program, 1979).

Educational volunteerg have been utilized in
numerable ways to enhance the schools'efforts. While
direct service within the classroom is the most com-
monly cited use of educational volunteers, many vol-
unteer assignments are performed outside of the class-

room to augmentadministrative and support services.
For example, the Illinois State' Office of Education
(1976) suggests that volunteers beutilized to (1) enrich
the curriculum, (2) provide administrativeand clerical
assistance, (3) administer special aid,tostudents with
exceptional talents, and (4) assist in providing com-
munity and social services. Advocatesof school vol un-

teers are in general agreement that the utilization of
volunteers:

enriches student experiences and heightens their
motivation;
frees educators from non-teaching tasks and as-
sists in the provision of individualize;; instruction;

, contributes assistance in the administration, su-
pervision and instruction in education; and

explains the processes and problems of education
to other citizens, thusfostering continued commu-
nity support and involveinent.

de

AlthougE seldom documented in the literature, vol-
unteers in vocational education can be expected to
produce similar benefits. However, the lack of infor-

a

mation on how to utilize volunteers in vocational edu-
cafion effectively inhibits the expansion of volunteer
involvement. In recognition of this situation, the U.S.
Department 'of Education awarded a contract to
CONSERVA, Inc. to develop, demonstrate and
disseminate procedures for utilizing volunteer& to
improve vocational education in urban areas. This
Handbook describes those procedures.

The Utility of Vocaiional Volunteers

Volunteers offer vocational education acreative re-
sponse to the numerouschallenges which it faces as it
enter3 the decade of the 80's. Involvement of volun-
teers provides the possibility of maintaining and
improving the effectiveness of vocational education
programs during what appears to be an eXtended
period of fiscal conservatism and increased prograni
accountability. Volunteers can help to strengthen the
linkages between the schools and the community to
bring about an increased responsiveness of vocational
edUcation. programs to ever-changing community
needs. Volunteers can assist in the recruitment of new
students as well as in the placement of program com-

pleters. They can help to provide the support services
needed by students with spc-cial needs to enable them
to succeed in regular vocational education programs.
Through the creation of opportunities for volunteers
to become involved in the vocational education pro-
gram, theschool system Or institution will further the,
development of the community's understanding of
the purposes and potential ofvocational education in
meeting sthe students' and the community's needs.
Finally, volunteers successfully utilized in vocational
edudiijion can serve as community adirocates promot-
ing increased support for vocational education during
this period of fiscal absterity:

The results to be expected by involving volunteers
in the vocational education program- will depend upon
the intended scope of the 'volunteer program,commu-
nity response to the'program and the extent to which
the program is managed effectively. This Handbook is
desikned to guide local vocational education personnel



in planning and operating volunteer programs Which
aro responsive to their local needs and resources.

The procedures contained in this Handbook were
field tested in four urban areas to demonstrate the
utility of establishing programs for the utilization of
volunteers in vocational education. Each of those four
sites utilized volunteers in response to its particular
program's needs, and as a result they demonstrated
that volunteers can assist vocational education in a
much wider variety of wayi thanis generally imag-
ined. The following are among the types of assistance
that volunteers provided to those four sites during a
year-long demonstration period.

Worked,to develop a statement of philosophy for
vocational education within the school district.
Worked with the Board of Education and district
administrators to review the implications of the
statement of philosophy.
Helped to develop role descriptions for personnel
within the vocational edueation department.
Developed, reviewed, critiqued and modified a sys-
tems approach for the development of vocational
education curricula withinthe district.
Ikaylkell with the vocational education depart-
ment on developing a proposed staffing pattern
and associated financial requirements for the
department.
Assisted in the design and operation of in-service
education programs for 'vocational education
instructors.
Reviewed existing curriculum offerings and pro-
posed alternative arrangements.
Assisted in designing andpbtaining approval of
new vocational education curricula.
Helped in the development of a proposal to the
Board for a new vocational education center.
Developed an itemization of current and antici-
pated costs associated with the existing and pro-
posed vocational programs.
Assisted in counseling vocational education'
students.

Provided small group and individualized instruc-
tion in occupational area.
Provided remedial and enrichment activities.
Assisted department head and instructors in
resolving problems relating to equipment and
supplies.
Served as guest lecturers in vocational education
c)asses.

Demonstrated and discussed new equipment to
be serviced by students.
Served on curriculum and project advisory com-
.thittees.
Helped to recruit other volunteers:
Conducted an assessment of the vocational educa-
tion program.
Developed recommendations for the design and
operation of a computerized vocational johplace-
ment system.
Developea and offered instruction in employment,
readiness skills.

4 Encouraged students to do well in and complete
their vocational education programs.
Worked with students to develop job interviewing
skills.

Served as guest instructors and discussion panel
members for a special course on finding and keep-
ing' a job.

Participated in a two-day Job Fair.
Assisted in the development of a slide/tape pre-
sentation promoting vocational education.
Offered assistance in student recruitment activi
ties.

e
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Firologue

The involvement of volunteers in vocational Ellice-
tion is not unusual in many large school districts.
Vocational education has along history of involving
connnunity representatives as members of'curriculum
advisory committees to assist in the planning, and
evaluation, of vocational programs. Furthermore, it is
not unusual for vocational instructors to invite guest
lecturers to speak ,to their classes regarding specific
topics pertaining to vocational instruction. However,
these types of assistance, which areundeniably volun-
tary, do not represent an organized program for vol-
unteer involvement in vocational education: Rather,
they represent. individual efforts to enhance voca-
tional education by involving members of the cqinmu-
nity in voluntary capacities. Typically, the responsi-
bility for identifying, recruiting and orienting the
volunteer is left up to the'individual who wishes the
assistanca; there is neither a plan nor an organiza-
tional structure to facilitate the involvementof vOlun-

teers in the school's or institution's vocational educa-
tion piogram.

In contrast to individual efforts to involve volun-
teers in vocational education programs, the establish-
ment of a volunteer program in vocational education
requires the panagement functions of program plan-
ning and design, implementations and operation of
the program, and monitoring and evaluation of pro-

gram effectiveness. Avolunteer program in vocational
education thus represents a concertedrather than
fragmentedeffort to involve volunteers in various
capacities within the vocational education comPonent
of the schools or postsecondary institutions. Impor-
tant factors which characterize a volunteer program
a s contrasted withjust the involvement of volunteera
include the following:

A group planning process
Specification ofgoals and objecti4iPes

Allocaiion of resourcis
Orientation of
Training oppo
Negotiated co

taff and volunteers
unities-for volunteers
mitments from volunteers

10
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Ongoing supervision of volunteers
A public identity and image
Formal and informal evaluation of acconwlish-
ments
Top administrative approval and support

z
Performance appraisal of volunteers
Diversity of volunteernssignments
Formally developed policies, practices and proce-

dures
Materials describing the volunteer program

This Handbook addresses the various steps which
a school, school system, or postiecondary institution
can take to establish avolunteer program in conjunc-
tion with its vocational education program. The
Handbook is organized around four major topics: (1)
planning the volunteer program; (2) program admin-
istration; (3) implementation and operation; and' (4)
program evaluation. Each of these topical areas is
described in sufficient detail to .provide the reader
with an understanding of the procedures involvea in
managing a vocational volunteer program.

The Handbook was developed for use bY either sec-

ondary or poatsecondary institutions offering voca-
tional education programs. It does not presuppose
that the school system or institution has any previous
experience in operating a volunteer program. It is
hoped that the Handbook will alsobe of benefit to
ongoing educational volunteer programawhich wiSh
to broaden the volunteer 'services available to the
vocational program.

ifi
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I. Planning

Planning is eisential for the successful imolementa-

. don of a vocational volunteer program. Effective plan-
ning serves to create a climate supportive of program
implementation, to determine the specific needi for
volunteers within the vocational program, to develop
g8a1s and objectives responsive to local needs, o iden-
tify and secure the resources necessary for program
iMplementation, and tcsdetermine many of the proce-
dures which will be used during the,operation of the
program. During the planning process, potential prob-
lems regarding progralm implementation can be iden-

tified and resolved; each of those problem resolutions
will contribute to the subsequent-success of the volun-

teer program.

Securing S4port

Administrative Support

An educational volunteer pregram cannot be ex-
pected to succeed without approval and support from
the educational athpinistrators and policy makers

" who are ultimately Asponsible for the vocationaledu-

cation program. Depending upon theeducational level
andacope of the prospective volunteer program, those
administrators might include the districtsuperintend-
ent, the president of the community college or techni-
cal institute, the local director or dean responsible for
vocational education, and the principals of the schools
offering vocational education curricula. Without the
support of the appropriate Administrators, there is
little chance of gaining the support of the school or'
college board, instructors, and potential volunteers,
all of whom will be instrumental in planning and
implementing the yocational volunteer program.

Regardless of whether or not local educational funds
will he allocated to the volunteer program, board ap-
proval of the programis likely to be necessary. Legal-
considerations and insurance coverage for volunteers
will require board action, and board review and ap,
proval oflealth standards which volunteers should
meet is likely to be necessary (e.g., chest X-rays).
Furthermore, if grant or foundation funding of the

4
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volunteer program is anticipated, board apprqval will
probably be required; and board approvalwill certain-
ly be required if local educational funds are to be
allocated to the volunteafprogram. Since the school
or college board will make the final decision regard-
ing these and other important matters, it is imperatiye
that board support for a vocational volunteer pro-
grain be sought diming. the early stages- oi program
planning.

^Faculty Support

The cooperation and support of instructora/and
other faculty members *ill also iteed to he obtained
during the planning of the Program. The idea of estab-
lishing a volunteer program could be threatening to
some members of the faVults'r. They may be cbncerned

- that the involvement of volunteers will weaken their
bargainineposition; that volunteers will be used to
replace Paid stfiff; or that volunteers will be assigned
to faculty members Who do not wish tO become in:
volved in kvolunteer. program. Such soncerns Will

need to be alleviated, and the design of the volunteer
program' will need to reflect those doncerns. Fadulty
supPort for the volunteer program can be enhanced
by involving them throughout the planning process,
by convincing them that the program will be reSpon-,

wive to their needs, and by emphasizing how volun-
teers can contribute to the quality of the total voca-
tional program. ,

Community Support

It is also important to obtain community support
and involvement in the planning of the progrAm.
YEventually, the volunteer program will be recruidng
participants from within-the community, and there-
fore good school/community relations will contribute
to the program's success. Local organizations, auclr'
as industry and education cooperation associations;.
trade and professional associations, labor organize- '
dons, Chambers of Commerce, Voluntary Action Ceti- ,

ters, local Urban Coalitkins, community, action
groupsparent-teacher associations, and other com-



munity organizations can provide valuable support
to a volunteer program. As a result of their early
involvement during theplinning of the program, local
drganizations are more likely to be supportive of .the
program during its implementation. Special attention
must be given* to avoiding alienation of any local
organization whose support (or at least its tacit ap-
proval) is considered particularly important to the
program's success.

Establishing a Planning Advisory Group

The idea of establishing a local vocational volunteer
*'program can come from any of the aboiie sources:
from the school administration from a mem'oer of the
vocational education staff, or I`Tm members of the
cominunity. Regardless of where the idea originates,
steps should be taken early to share the -idea with
members of the school administration. The reason for
this is that administrative suppiort'for the idea in
principle will be needed to explore its feasibility within
the school district or institution, i.e., to begin to plan a
vocational volunteer program.

Administrative support for exploring the possibility
of a vocational volunteer program should be sought
following the recognized administrative structure of
the school or institution. At this early stage of plan-
ning it should be conveyed that the idea Of utilizing
volunteers in the vocational education program ap-
pears to be wort* of further exploration; that some-
one should look into it more thoroughly to see what it
has to offer. In essence, wciat is being .requested is
administrative apProval to explore the idea more fully.
No administrative corrimitment should be sdught or
expected until after the idea has been fully examined.

Once adrninistrative approval hasbeen obtained, a
planning task force or advisory group should be estab-
lished. Such groups are common to volunteer pro-

ararns, and are in many ways similar to local voca--
tional education athisory councils. Where the dis,rict
or institution already has an established vocational
education general advisory council, representatives
of that council should be invited to serve on the voca-
tional volunteer planning task force. Similarly, if
there is an operating industry-education council, it
also should be represented on the task force. Other
representativet on the task force might include educa-
tional administrators, instructors, representatives of
local volunteer organizations, business and industrial
representatives, local government, representatives,
organized labor,..conimunity organizations', minority
roupe, and other interested members of the cornm u-

nity who could make a positive contribution to the
program. As the'work of the task force progresses,
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additional members might be invited to participate
(on either a regular or occasional basis) in order ,to
provide different perspectives or feedback on cOncerns
facing either the task force or the district.

The identification of the most appropriate persons
to serve on the task force should be given thorough
consideration before inviting anyone to serve as
member of that group. For this reason, it is advisable
that several people be involved in the identification.of
potential task force members, and that.thOse people
include non-school personnel as well ss members of
the faculty and school administration. A group proce-
dure, such as a brainstorming session, is one apprpach
for identifying potential task force members. Alterna-
tively, telephone contacts with community groups
could be used to identify potential members from out-
side of the school system. Regardless of which proce-
dure is dsed,one person (probably the person initiating
the idea of a vocational volunteer program) should:
have responsibility for coordinating this effort.

, At the outset, the purpose of the task forcewillbO to
provide advice on the feasibility and implications 6f
of)erating a vocational volunteer program, For this
reason the initial time commitment from task force
members can be limited to perhaps two to four meet-.
ings over a three- to eight-week period. Howear, if the
district or institution subsequently decides to proceed
with implementation of a vocational volunteer pro-
gram, members of the task force should be invited to
serve in a Continuing gapaeity as the advieory com-
mittee for the vocational volunteer program.

In order to utilize an advisory group effectively, it is
important that the group be given a clear statement of
its purposerthe work expected of it, and an under,
standing of the limits or extent of its authority. The
roles and duties of the advisory group will depend
partially upon where it is located in the organizational
structure. Advisory committees that provide input into
the office of the superintendent or the president can be
expected to be More centrally involved wiik district-
Wide polkies, purposes, goals, objectives an&criteria
governing the volunteer program. In contrast, adyis,
dry committAs that provide input to a %chdol coordi-
nator of vocational education, a principal, or a schoolr
based coordinator og volunteers can be expected to be
more concerned with operational details $_,tich as speci-
fication of roles and duties of volunteers, Volunteer
recruitment, the selection and placement of volun-
teers, orientation and training procedures, and other
topics associated with the operation of the. school's
vocational volanteer program. The literature on this
topic tends to support the creation of a district-wide
advisory group if more than one school or institution
within the district is expected to become involved in,
the volunteer program.



Needs Assessment

If the idea of a vocational Volunteer program has
some appeal, there is probably a general feeling that
the vocational education programcould use additional
personnel to augment or enrichittaervices. One of the
initial tasks to be performed is to translate that gen-
eraLieeling into more clearly defined needs of the
vocational education yrogram. This can best be ac-
complished by conducting an assessment of the pro-
gram's needs which includes the needs of students,
instruetors, administrators and support staff. The
-needs assessment process will provide a means for
these potential supporters of the volunteer program to
provide input into the planning of the program, whiCh,

ill turn, should serve to enhance their subsequent
utilization of volunteers. As a resalt of the needs
assessment, those involved in planning ihe program
will have some concrete information upon which to
determine the goals and objectives of the volunteer
program, the potential scope of' activities to be per-
formed by volunteers, and the types of individuals to
recruit as volunteers.

In conducting a needs assessment it is important
that representatives of all relevant groups be asked 40
participate in the identification of needs. This would
include instructors, students, administrators, other
school support staff, employers ofvocational program
graduates and com munity groups or volunteerorgani-
.zations which are concerned with education. Assample
representing the diversity of each group should be
identifiectfor inclusion in the needs assessment. Infor-
mation from these representatives ean then be col-
lected by means of personal or telephone interviews,
mail-out queAtionnaires, or (whereapplicable) through
distribution of questionnaires within the schools. 4,

A preliminary assessment of needs can be con-
ducted through individual or group discussions with
school and community representatiVes. Try to obtain
a wide variety of ideas concerning how the existing
vocational education program could be enhanced or
further iniproved, and don't let the ideas be restricted
by stereotypes of what volunteers can db. If a voca-
tional volunteer,advisorysommkee has already been
established, have the members of that groupdescribe
what they consider to be some of the areas in need of
improvement. Keep the options open; remember that
you want to explore a number of possibilities so that
you do not -overlook 'some excellent opportunities
where volunteers could be of assistance.

A needs assessment ciuestronnaire can provide for
greater input into the planning process whether used =
alone or following a preliminary assessment. In de-
signing a mail-out, questionnaire or one to bedistri-

,buted-within-the schools-,-thetopical areas incliidid in

the questiOnnaire should be determined by members
of the advisory committee or some other group which
reflects different perspectives of the possible needs of
the vocational education program.The questionnaire
also should allow respondents to identify other areas
where they feel improvement or assistance is needed.

The format of the needs assessment questionnaire
should be designed to gather the necessary informa-
tion in a straightforwardmanner and with minimal
inconvenience to the respondent. Include a place for
'respondents to identify themselves if you also want to

u e the survey in conjunction with the subsequent
rec uitment and placement of volunteers; however,
keep this identification optional so that respondents
will feel free to ekpress their views.-A sample format is
presen*1 on the following page. This sample is for
illustrative purposes only and should be modified to
best reflect the existing situation where the assess-
ment is to be conducted.

As can be seen in the sample questionnaire, the
topical areas include a number of areas where volun-
teer assistance could potentially lead ;to program
improvement. Because many people are not aware of
the wide variety in the types of assistance which
volunteers have effectively provided to vocational.
education programs in other districts, the stereotype
of volunteers serving solely as tutors and classroom

_

assistants must be overcome in order for the results of
the needs assessment to be valid.

The data collected through the needs assessment
should be tabulated and summarized for review by
the advis'ory committee. Based on those data, the
advisory committee should determine what it believes
are the most pressing needs within the district or
other service area which could be fulfilled byVocation-

al volunteers.

Prognim Goals and Objectives

Once needs for the vocational education volunteer
program have been established and identified, the
planning advisory committee is in a position to de-
velop goals and objectives to guide program imple-
mentation-. Ideally, goals for the volunteer program
are based directly on the assessment of the needs of
the vocational education program. As Bach, the goals
provide direction for the volunteer program. Once
those directions are determined, objectives serve -to
quantify the outcomes that should be achieVed in
order to attain each goal. After volunteer program
activities have commenced, the objectives seive as
bench marks against which progress can be measured
and theiffeEtiveness of the program can be judged.

3



SAMPLE NEEDS ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

The City College's Vocational Department is cur-
rently considering the establishment of a program to
utilize volunteerg in various capacities to enhance
and further improve vocational educatiOn. Volunteers
would not replace any functions performed by paid
personnel but would provide assistance in performing
those 'functions. As part of the planning of such a
volunteer program, we are trying to identify the areas
which could benefit the most from the assistance of
volunteers.

The questionnaire below has been prepared to give
you an opportunity to express your views concerning
various aspects of the City College's vocational edu-
cation program. Please take a few minutes to let us
know what'your views are regarding the needs of the
.program.

In responding to the items below, don't underesti-
mate the potential contributions which volunteers
from business, industry and the community in general
could provide to vocational education.

1. Please place a check by each of the following
areas pertaining to vocational education which
you feel are in need of considerable improvement.
o a. vocational counseling
0 b. '''Planning new curricula
0 c. keeping curricula up to date
0 d. student plittement in jobs
o e. community/employer support ofvocational

education
0 f. recruitment of new students
0 g. program evaluation
0 h. remedial instruction
0 i. students' job search skills
0 j. evaluation of students' competencies-
o k. curriculum completion rates
0 1. selection of new instructors
0 m. inservice instructional opportunities
0 n. student access to appropriate equipinent
0 o. curriculum advisory committees
0 p. following up on program completers
0 q. program compledon requirements
0 r. conducting occupational analyses
0 s. field trip opportunities
0 t. screening and placement of new students

4,

0 u. other
0 v. other.
0 w. other

2. Which three of the items you have checked or
added do you believe to be in greatest need -.!1'
improvement? (Use the list to find the letters cor-
responding to the three items.)
_ most in need of improvement_ second most in need of improvement_ third most in need of improvement

3. For college personnel only:
Please indicate up to five of the areas listed where
you would be interested in having a volunteer(s)
provide you with assistance. (Use the list to find
the appropriate letter for each area.)

(Indicate letters in above spaces.)

4. Which of the following categories
your current status?
0 vocational instructor
0 vocational administrator
0 other college staff
0 vocational student
0 employer
0 employedWorker
0 other

best describes

5. Optionak If you are interested in becoming further
involved in this effort, please provide your name,
mailing address and telephone number below so
that we can contact you in the future.

This questionnaire must be returned by (DATE) in
order to be used for planning purposes. To return, just

fold-on-dotted-lines-shown-on- opposite bide,--staple-
where marked, and mail.



Developing goals and objectives can be performed
by a subcommittee or task force of ten Orfewer persons
selected from among the members of the advisory
committee. Further input can be obtained by mailing
draft goal and objective statements to the remainder
of the committee members and any other groups and
individuals whose reviews are desired. Reactions to
the statements can be summarized, compared, dis-
cussed, and appropriate modifications made to the
goals and objectives.

Development of goals and objectives by the plan-
ning subcommittee cari be accomplished by applying
a small group technique such as brainstorming or the
nominal group technique, using the results of the
needs assessment as input to the group session (e.g.,
Delbedq, Van de Ven and Gustafson, 1975; Osborn,
1953). If such an approach is to be used, the responsi-
bility for conducting the group session should reside
with a representative of the school district. (Again,
this is likely to be the person who initiates the explora-
tion of a vocational volunteer program.) The following
guidelines should be considered in preparing for and
conducting a goal/objective-setting meeting:

Aggregate needs assessment results so that they
will be easily understandable by goal-setters arid
translated into goal statements.
Prior to the meeting, identify potentialgoal topics
(or needs assessment categories)which are related
to the overall purpose of the volunteei program
and utilize them for discussion purposes.
Utilize a structured groip goal/objective setting
technique, so that the amilunt and variety of sug-
gestions, ideas and potential goals and objectives
are maximized.
Stress that the results of the.session will provide
the direction and the scope of the volunteer pro-
gram. Attendees should be made aware of the
importance of setting goals and objectives which
are appropriate and realistic in light of identified
needs and anticipated resources. Goals and objec-
tives which are set too high will showthe program

in-abad-light-when-itis_avaluated and may result

Goals and objectives should be appropriate and
realistic.
Goal statements should designate what is to be
accomplished and the general purpose or intent
of the goal.
Objective statements should designate spe-
cific targets, time frames and results that lend
themselves to specific determination of the extent
to which they are achieved.

Some example goal and objective statements illustrate
these principles:

Goal: To increase the job search skills of voca-
tional program completers.

Objectives:
1. To recruit at least ten volunteers from

large businesses during the 1982-83
school year who are knowledgeable of
job opportunities and/or personnel
department hiring.procedures.

2. To utilize the above ten volunteers
during the spring semester in con-
ducting at least five workshops for
students to learn how to prepare a
resume and apply for jobs.

3. To plan and conduct a Job Fair in the
spring semester where vocational
education students can meet with
area employers.

Goal: To provide Vocational education students
with greater access to new equipment
related to their vocational curricula.

Objectives:

in a discontinuation of support. Those set too low
will not prove an incentive to the staff and volun-
teers ihvolved in the program.

In finalizing goals and objectives the following char-
acteristics should be taken into account:

Goals and objectives for the volunteer program
should be consistent and compatible with each
other and with the philosophy of vocational edu-
cation within the district.

0

1. To recruit at least 20 v-olunteers dur-
ing the 1982-83 school year who will
serve as guest lecturers on newequip-
ment beingasedin-their-occupational
areas or industries.

2. To identify at least 20 employers dur-
ing the 1982-83 school year whO will
agree to have vocational classes take
field trips to their businesses.

3. To have at least 50 percent of the
vocational education students partici-
pate in either a field trip or guestlec-

ture on new equipment during the
1982-83 school year.

6



Volunteer Roles, Duties
and Responsibilities

The results of the needs assessment will also provide
a basis for clarifying the roles, duties and responsibili-
ties of vocational volunteers. A preliminary descrip-
tion of the volunteers' roles, duties and responsibilities
will probably be developed during the earlier stages of
planning, when the support of the school board, ad-
ministrators and instructors is sought for the creation
of a vocational volunteer program. However, follow-
ing the needs assessment, more specific information
will be availahlo concerning how volunteers might be
involved in the school's vocational education pro-
gram. Those potential areas of involvement will need
to be reviewed in light of previous assumptions con-
cerning the roles and duties of volunteers, and modifi-
cations may need to be incorporated into the final
descriptions of vocational volunteers' roles, duties and
responsibilities.

One of the central issues which must be addressed
in planningithe volunteer program is the extent to
which volunteer, will be performing duties which
would otherwise be performed by paid personnel or
not be performed at all; this issue must be considered
when defining the roles and duties of vocational vol-
unteers. To paraphrase Marlene Wilson (1976), there
are two central questions which must be addressed: (1)
What does the vocational program need? and (2) What
will the staff accept? Obviously, the answers to these
two questions will depend upon the specific context in
whiCh the vocational volunteer program is to be in-
stalled. However, staff acceptance of the program is
likely to be greatest where the role of the volunteer is
clearly defined so as not to impose a threat to paid
personnel. To avoid such a threat, it is important for
paid personnel to be involved in the planning of the
program and in the determination of volunteer roles
and duties. Their involvement in the determination of
volunteer roles and duties can be strengthened by
establishing a faculty and administrative subgroup
of the planning advisory committee which is assigned
responsibility for recommending the types of roles
and duties to be performed by vocational volunteers.

The potential roles which volunteers could play to
enhance a vocational educatibn program are indeed
numerous;Variouspouibilities will need to be con-
sidered when designing the needs aosessment and
when reviewing the results of the heeds assessment in
light of the organizational context in which the pro-
gram is to operate. To illustrate the potential areas
where volunteers might be of assistance to a voca-
tional education program, a variety of possibilities is
presented below. Forclarity of communication, they
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are classified according to whether they pertain to
direct instructional support or administrative support
services.

Instructional Support:

1. Provision of class and/or liboratory sldlls in-
struction under the supervision of a certified
vocational education instructor

2. Provision of specialized instructional support
services to disadvantaged, handicapped, or
limited English-speaking students

3. Assistance in the provision of employability
and job search skills

4. Development of curricula and instructional
materials

5. Tutorial 'assistance in vocational educational
subject matter areas

6. Assistance in monitoring student progress
7. Identification of potential iafety hazards
8. Participation in the evaluation of student work

samples
9. Resource persons in career education centers

10. Development of work experience job sites
11. Supervision of onsite work experience
12. Establishment of job development contacts

with employers
13. Placement of program completers in jobs
14. Location of part-time work for students
15. Conduct ofjob and task analysis for the purpose

of curriculum development
16. Design of alternative school arrangements
17. Assessment of the adequacy of instructional

materials for application to special populations
18. Performance of outreach and student recruit-

ment functions
19. Location and follow-up'of dropouts/early-leavers
20. Involvement of business andindustrial person-

nel in school operations

Administrative Support Services:

1. Assesement of community need for specific job
skills

2. Determination of the nature and extent of spe-
cial population needs for vocational education
and support services

3. Participation in the development of local plans
4. Inventory of community resources for serving

identified special population needs



5. Promotion of coordination between local com-
munity agencies

.6. Assessment of the extent ofcommunity support
for vocational education

7. Evaluation of the impact bfvocational education
programs

8. Development of community support for voca-
tional education, especially among special pop-
ulation groups

9. Assistance in the collection, processing, and
reporting of vocational education data

10. Service as citizen advisors to vocational educa-
tion adniinistrators

Another valuable role commonly assumed by educa-
tional volunteers is the community resource volunteer
(CRV). The CRVs differ from those volunteers de-
scribed above in that they are recruited on a special
basis in response to a specific short-term need, rather
than being committed to a schedule on a regular basis.
Typical duties which CRVs can fulfill include the
following:

Making special presentations of interest to in-
structors and/or students (e.g., instruction in a
new area of industrial applications, opPortunities
for women in the trades, quality control proce-
dures in an area hospital).
Leading field trips to potential employment set-
rings.
Providing on-site training for students..

The distinction is made .between the community
resource volunteer and the regular volunteer because
program implementation strategies may differ for the
two types. Differences in approach are noted as ap-
propriate in the Implementation section of the Hand-
book.

Responsibilities of The School

In conjunction with planning the roles and duties
of volunteers in the vocational education program,
consideration will also need to be given to the schools'
responsibilities to volv ateers. One of thedistrict's ini-
tial responsibilities will be to extend its accident and
liability insurance coverage to include volunteers. If
volunteers will be transporting students, staff or other
volunteersisecondary coverage automobile insurance
should be provided by the district. While perhaps not
necessary at the outset of the volunteer program, for
its long-term prosperity the district may find it bene-

ficial to assume responsibility for providing volun--
teers with reimbursement or other assistance for
transportation expenses, meals, and child care while
they are involved in their volunteer assignments.
More global responsibilities of.the school and staff
have been defined by McBride (1978) and are pre-

«

sented below.

Prepare staff members to accept and respect the
volunteer as a co-worker
Provide orientation and training to the volmiteer

Provide jobs that are meaningful to theVolunteer

Be alert for volunteers with special needs or
talents
Give the prospective volunteer the same attention
in regard to placement as a paid employee

Make it possible for a volunteer to serve on a trial
or probationary basis
Realistically outline the time, skills and needs for
carrying out the proposed job
Provide an adequate, pleasant work space and
clear instructions
Accept the volunteer as part Of the team, and
include the volunteer in training and relevant
staff meetings
Involve the volunteer to extend services so more
can be done within time and budget limitations

Planning for Program
Implementation

Implicit in several of the above responsibilities are
iternevwhich will need to be considered prior to imple-
mentation of the volunteer iirogram, e.g., orientation
and training of staff and volunteers, development of
job descriptions, provision of work space; screening
and placement procedures. While each of these items
will-need to be planned-for, they are.essentially on-
going responsibilities which the.school will need to
attend to throughout program,implementation. 'For
this reason, they are discussed in more detail in the.
Implementation section of this Handbook.

As Ihe preceding planning activities progress, the
specifics of the intended program operations should
be documented in the form of a written plan. The plan
will first serve as a description of the proposed pro-
gramrwhich can be reviewed by the various factions
whose support will be needed for the success of the

program. Furthermore, as the plan begins to talc&
shape, program costs can be estimated in light of the
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perceived scope of the program and its staffing and
other resource requirements.

While the planning of the program might be per-
formed by existing members of the school staff and
members of the advisory committee, the subsequent
administration, operation and further development
of the program can be expected to require the attention
of a Program coordinator or director of the vocational
volunteer program who can devote at least half-time
to the program during its operation. In most educa-
tional volunteer programs, the director or coordinator
of volunteers is a full-time salaried position (Cham-
bers, 1972; MacBride, '1980; Bender, 1975, Perkins,
1966). By making this a paid position within the
itchool system, the responsibility for administration
of the program is centralized, more effective utiliza-
tion of resources is possible and constant and_ con-
tinuing management for the program is available to
ensure smooth operation of the program. Whether the
position is fulltime or less than fulltime will depend
upon the scope of the program (e.g., number of schools
involved, number of volunteers to be recruited and
screened, etc.).

Financial Considerations

Program Costs

In addition to the costs associated with the volun-
teer-program director's salary and fringe benefits, the
school system will need to anticipate the costs associ-
ated with providing the director with office furniture
and equipment, telephone service, postage, routine
office supplies, secretarial and clerical assistance (al-
though these might be provided by volunteers), and
local travel reimbursement. Other costs which may
need to be budgeted for include insurance coverage
for volunteers, travel reimbursement for volunteers,
printing (promotional material's, volunteer directory,
etc.), special events (volunteerrecognition programs,
seminar§ and workshops), publications, and coffee,
meals and child care expenses for volunteers. Some of
these costs may be significantly reduced or avoided
entirely due to administrative decisions regarding the
operation of the volunteer program', e.g., that volun-,
teers will not be provided child chre services or re-
imbursement; that all printing will be performed by
the school's graphic arts curriculum; that existing
office furniture and equipment will be made available
for use by the vocational volunteer program.

Based on the costs associated with four vocational
volunteer programs of 12 months duration, one should
anticipate that a year4ong program will cost between
$2,000 and $9,000 exclusive of the salaries and fringe
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benefits for the program director and secretarial
support.

Funding Source's

Potential sources of funding for the program will
need- to be identified, and multiple funding sources
may prove to be necessary in order to cover all aspects
of the program's operations. One possibility is to apply
for funding under Subpart 3Program Improvement
and Supportive Servicesof the Vocational Educa-
tion Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482). Local educa-
tional funding, of course, should also be explored with
regard both to initial program costs and more long-
term funding should other funding be secured for a
short-term demonstration project.

With regard to local matching requirements, it is
important to note that the federal regulations pertain-
ing to the Vocational Education :imendments of 1976
(P.L. 94-482) specifically preclude counting the serv-
ices provided by volunteers as g part of the State/local
match of federal dollars: "Only actual expenditures of
State and local funds shall be accepted as part of the
State's matching and maintenance of effort require-
ments. This means that in-kind contributions shall
not be used as part ofthe State's matching and maint-
enance of effortreqUirements" (CFR, §104.301d). How-
ever, this restriction does not apply to all other sources
of federal funding for education which require State
or local matching of federal dollars: "Volunteer serv-
ice may be counted as matching or cost sharing if it is
an integral and necessary part of an approved pro-
gram" (CFR, §100b.93).

Funding from private foundations and corporations
is another possibility for supporting the program,
particularly during its developmental and initial im-
plementation phases. In general, foundation support
is for innovative educational activities on a short-
terin basis, so continued funding would have to come
from other sources. Corporate support is more likely
to be release time for its employees to volunteer
including the possibility of serving as director of a
vocational volunteer programthan it is to be a direct
grant for program activities. However, even where
corporations do sponsor employees on social service
leave for an extended period of time, the time frame is
rarely more than one year. Therefore, whether initial
financial support is sought from foundations or cor-
porations, the school or college should be prepared to
assume financial responsibility for the volunteer pro-
gram following a demonstration period.
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Evaluation

A tentativeplan for evaluating the success of the
program should be developed prior to preparing any
formal request for funding the vocational volunteer
program. Such a plan wouldindicate the objectiveeof
the volunteer program, how the objectives are to be
measured, and th-e anticipated time-frame for mea-
suring the achievement of objectives. However, the
feasibility of achieving the initial set &objectives will
depend upon the amount of resources comMitted_to

1the program, and therefore the evaluation plan will
probably need to bemodified in response to the actual
level of funding obtained.

Since evaluation should be an on-going component
of the vocational volunteer program, more specific
information-concerning program-evaluation is pre-
sented in the final chapter of this Handbook.



II. Program Administration

Administrative Structure

As noted in the previous chapter, the volunteer pro-

gram should be managed by a coordinator ordirector

of vocational volunteers. This should be a paid posi-

tion, This location of thisposition within the adminis-
-trative_structure will iieed to be determined before
program operations begin. Where an exiiting sdhool

volunteer programis in operation, the coordinator of

vocational volunteers can be a position under the
direct line and jurisdiction of the director of theschool

volunteer program. Such an arrangenlent will facili-

tate coordination of functions common to both types
---otprograms (i.e., recruitment, selection, placement,

etc.). However, in this situation itis imperative that

formal channels:ofcommunication be established be-

tween the coordinator-otrocetional volunteers and
the director of vocational edikatiouprograms within
the district, school or institution. Wiaioutuffective
communication and coordination between these tvo-
positions, the success of the vocational volunteer pro-

gram is doubtful.
Where a school volunteer program ie not currently

operating, it is recommended that the coordinator of
vocational volunteers be a position which reports
directly to the local director or district dean of voca-

tional education if thevolunteer program is to involve

more than one school or institution. Where the pro-

gram is to operate in a single school or institution, the

coordinator can be a position under the administra-
tive direction of the dean of vocational education, the

principal of the school or the president of the institu
tion. The intent should be to locate the coordinator

position directly under the position which provides

the greatest direction to the school's vocational Aduca-

tion program (see Figure II-1). Whether this is the

school principal, president of the institution, ordean

of vocational education will dependupon the parti-

cular setting in which the volunteer program is to be

implemented.

Support Requirements

In addition to the position of coordinator or director

of vocational volunteers, provisions will need to be

made to provide that person with secretarial services.
At the outset of the program this will probably require
approximately a half-time secretarial assignment,
and existing secretarial personnel may be able to carry

the additional work generated by the vocatioriat vol-

unteer program. It also might be possible to employ a
work-studj, or cooperative education secretarial stu-
dent to provide secretarial services at a minimum cost

to the program.
The coordinator of the program will need to be pro-

vided with office space and furnishings which are
conducive for interviewing potential volunteers in a
private setting. Additional space, perhaps where the
secretary is located, will need to be available so that
applicants or other interested individuals can be

seated comfortably while waiting to meet with the

coordinator.
'Office equipment and support serviceswhich should

be provided to the volunteer program office include

_ ,filing cabinets, typewriter(s), telephone(s), photocopy-
ing equipment (or access to such equipment), desks,
chairs, and boOkceses,Office supplies which will be

needed by the program include postage,
printed stationery, specially preparedYecruitment and
application forms, promotional literature, and'every-
day office items such as staplers, tablets, pens, penaile,

paper clipe, typewriter ribbons, etc.

Program Monitoring and
Record Keeping

Part of the administration of the volunteer program
will entail the collection of information for use in
monitoring prOgram activitiesand the expenditure of

program resources. The coordinator of the program
a awell as other administrative personnel will need to

deteimine the specific types of information which they

will want to maintain on program operations. Cer-
tainly, provisions must be made for thonitoring the
program's exPenditures in relation to its operating
budget. The reimbursement of volunteers', out-of-poc-
ket expenses, such as meals and travel, will need to be

monitored routinely so as to ensureprompt payment
and avoid over-expending the program's budget. A

balance sheet for the program should be updated at



Flgure II-1. Possible Organizational Arrangements for Vocational Volunteer Program

Princiiiali Dean or
Director of

Vocational Educition

Vocational Volunteer
Coordinator

Organizational Structure Without:
An Existing School Volunteer Program

r -- School Liaison

.1

School Liaison

Dean or
Director of

Vocational Education

Organizational Structure Within
Existing School Volunteer Program

Director of
. School Volunteer

Program

Vocational Volunteer
Coordinator

School Liaison

.School Liaison
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least monthly to show the reMaining funds al/tillable
by budget line items; (e.g., salaries, travel, printing,
telephone, etc.).

The volunteer program coordinator should main-
tain a current record of volunteers participating in the
vocational education program. There are several rea-
eons for this. kirst, the cbordinalor will need to ensure
that all volunteers have met the necessary health
standards and liability insurance requirements of the
program. This can only be accomplished if the volun-
tee?. program office maintainsrecords on current vol-
unteers. Second, the volunteer progr?sm office should
be able to contact directly all current volunteers to
inform them of any changes in program operatidris
(e.g., travel reirribursement rates, health and insur-
ance requirements, -personnel changes, etc.), and to
inform-them of upcoming evento which may be of
interest to them (e.g., workshops, school open-house,
ceremonial events, etc.). Third, a thorough record of
volunteers who participate in the vocational educa-
tion program can be extreMely helpful when i(comes
time to assess the extent to which volunteers have
performed their intended roles. In this regard, volun-
teers expect and deserve a peiformance appraiial con-
ducted at least annually which can enable them to
review their progress, needs and accomplishments in
light of their volunteer asaignment.

A centralized filing system should be established to
organizethe information contained in the volunteer
application forms, interview summaries, the request
for volunteer ,forms, and the volunteer placement
records, (samples of these forms are presented in
Chapter IV). The filing system should be designed to
make it easy to differentiate between those volunteers

. who are waiting for a volunteerassiinment and those
who are currently working as vocational volunteers.
This can be accomplished by using either completely
separate files, or by using color-coded tabs or file fold-
ers to differentiate new volunteers from active volun-
teers, returning volunteers and former volunteers.

A separate set of record* should be maintained on
the instructors and other school personnel who are .

participating in the vocational yolunteer program.As
with the information on volunteers described above,
the record system should be designed to make it easy
to differentiate between those instructors who are cur-
rently working with volunteers and those whose re-
quests for volunteer assistance have yet to be filled. A
thirdcategory should be provided for filingrecords on
school personnel who previously participated in the
volunteer program but are no longer working with
volunteers. This latter category may be particularly
helpful when asaessing limitations in the program as
part of the program's evaluation activities (see Chap-
ter IV).

As the record-keeping system increases in size and
complexity, a cross-referenced centraUndex should
be developed to enable rapid access to the apptopriate
files. For example; if volunteer applications are filed
alphabetically, a cross-reference index might be devel-
oped to locate the names of applicants classified by
their skills and interests. In this way, the program
coordinator wouldhe able to identify quickly all appli-
cants who sharcd similai skills and interests relevant
to the vocational volunteer program's objectives. The
use of such an index, is particularly advantageous
when applicants have"multiple skills to offer or when
the 'volunteer' is an organization which can provide a
number of different types of voluntary assistance to
tho yocational education program.

If the vocatibnal volunteer program has access to a
word processor or microcomputer, these can easily be
applied to maintain program records and match vol-
unteers to assignments. They also can greatly reduce
the amount of secretarial time required-for written
correspondence with potential oi active volunteers,
since they are ideal for personalizing form letters.

Volunteer Program Supervision

While the overall management of thevolunteer pro-
gram will be the responsibility of the program coordi-
nator, most ofthe direct supervision ofvolunteers will
be provided by the vocational education instructors or
other school personnel whO requested the assistance
of volunteers. The nature of the volunteer assignment
will likely determine the most appropriate procedure
for providing on-the-job supervision to the volunteer.
Where the volunteer is placed in a continuing assign-
ment with a vocational course, the course instructor
would be the volunteer's immediate supervisor. How-
ever, if the volunteer is assigned to work with a parti-
cular student on a continuing basis, the supervision
of the volunteer could be the responsibility of one of
the student's instructors, a counselor, or another mem-
ber of the school staff.

At each school participating in the vocational vol-
unteer program, one member of the school staff
should be assigned responsibility for coordinating
program activities:This personcould be an instructor.
colimielor, the principal, a department head, or a
secretary- who would Serve as liaison between the
volunteer program office and the school. Thus the
need for such a person is greatest where the program
coordinator's office is not located at the school or
institution participating in the volunteer program.
The school liaison would assume responsibility for
supervising the coming and going of volunteers with-
in the school. Thu would include ensuring that park-
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mg space is available for volunteers, thai the volun-
teer sign-in/out procedure is followed, that-request
forms for-volunteer assistance are available to yoca-
tic rIal personnel, and that volunteera-are aware of
school policies and procedures. These responsibilities
can be performed by various members of the school
staff on a rotating basis each semester a year; it
should not require the hiring of another staff member.

Staff Itelatiofis

The development and perpetuation of a positive
relationship between the volunteer program andAfoca-
tional education staff is imperative for the suCCess of
the program. Through the involvement of staff in the

'planning of the program and staff orientation ses-
sions during program implementation, a foundation
is established uwn which a liositive relationship can
be built. The perpetuation of that positive relationship
can be enhanced by/actively seeking to identify prob-
leMs as they arise and by deN;eloping strategies for
overcoming those problems.

To identify potential problems which could jeopard-
ize staff relations, the volunteer program* office will
need to keep attuned to the staff's respohse to the
program and their perceptions of the program's limi-
tations. This can be accomplished by periodically con-
tacting staff members who have requested volunteer'
assistance and asking them for an 'appraisal of the
assistance which they received. This serves not only
to identify program limitations but also to foster the
attitude that the volunteer program office iacommit-
ted to improving its services in response to staff needs
and recommendations. The volunteer program office
should also encourage the particiiiating staff to con-
tact the office whenever they are experiencing diffi-
dulty iri working with a volunteer. It should be made
clear to each participating titaff member that the vol-
unteer program office is ready to be of assistance to
them at any time that they are experiencing a problem
pertaining to the vohinteer program. A discussion of
these points shoul&be held during the staff orienta-
tion sessions, as described in the next chapter.

For additional information on the administration
of volunteeRprograms, the following publications are
recom Mended.

Volunteer Administration, published quarterly by
the Agsociation of Volunta6 Action Scholara,
The Pennsylvania State University, -University
Park, PA.
Voluntary Action Leadership, publiithed quarter-
ly by VOLUNTEER: The National Center for
Citizen Involvement, Washington, D. C.

The Effective Management of Volunteer Pro-
grams, by Marlene Wilson. Volunteer Manage-
ment Associates, Boulder, CO. 1979.
Helping Hands: The 'Key to Success. Office of
Training and Human Development, YMCA of
Metropolitan Chicago, 1979.
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III. Program Implementation

4.

If the preceding sections of this handbook have
been followed, by.the time you are ready for imple-
menting a vocational volunteer program you will have
a written plan to guide you in your efforts. The time
and energy which were expended in developing that
plan will prove to be well invested throughout the
program implementation process.

Staff Orientation

During the pfanning of the vocational volunteer
program, initial steps will have been made toward
informing members of the administration and staffof
the intended purpose of the-Vocational volunteer pro-
gram and the potential roles which volunteers could
play to improve the quality of the vocational education
program. At that time, inteiaction with members of
the staff also served to gain input from them concern-
ing what they believed to be appropriate for inclusion
in the vocational volunteer program.

Objectives of OrientatiOn

Once the decision has been made to proceed with
implementation cif a vocational volunteer program,
additional orientation should be provided to stimulate
further staff interest in and support fot the program.
The following represent.typical objectives of staff
orientation:

1. To acquaint the staff of the schoOl with the
goals and structure of the volunteer program

2. To define areas of curriculum'or program activi-
, ties which can be carried out by volunteers

under professional supervision
3. To equip staff members with techniques for

fostering sound interpersonal relationships
with volunteers

4.. To interest staff members in inservice training
and Assistance as they work with volunteers

5. To explain the need for meaningful evaluation
leading to the introvement of the volunteer,
program (From Chambers, 1972)

Orientation Sessions

An announcement of the plan to implement a voca-
tional volunteer program can serve as theinitial step
in orienting the staff to the new program. If possible,
tlle announcement should include a statement from
the school board or president of the institution indi-
cating their support for the program. The announce-
ment should also provide information on the goals of
the program, the potential services to be provided by
vOlunteers, the name and location of the coordinator
of the volunteer program, and possibly the scheduled
,dates 'kr orientation meetings with members of the
staff.

Orientation meetings.will need tit be tailored to
local circumstances. In some settings it may be pos-

sible to offer an orientation to the vocational volunteer
program as,, a topic for presentation at a regularly
scheduled meeting of the faculty. In other situations it
may be necessary or advantageous to schedule sepa-
rate meetings for faculty orientation. Oiher methods
of providing orientation, as cited by Helgerson (1975),
include special workshops, newsletter articles, period-

ic workshops, and combined sessions withboth teach-
ers and volunteers in attendance.

The orientation meetings should be stinctured so as
to allow for two-way communication between faculty
memst)ers and the volunteer program director or school
coordinator. While some of the faculty may have re-
ceived an orientation to the program througfi their
involyement in its planning, others will have no prior
knowledge of the vocational volunteer program. For
this reason, it is essential that the program coordina-
tor be fully prepared tot answet the wide variety-of
questions likely to be raised by persons who have
given little previous thought to working' ;with voca-

tional volunteers.
Considerable thought and effort should In giVen to

preparing for the staff orientation sessions. In addi-
tion to the oral presentation, handouts shoild be pro-

.
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vided which describe the organization of the volunteer
program, guidelines for woildng with volunteers, and
sample *olunteer job descriptions. Topics for inclusion
in the presentation might include:

the roles of vocational volunteers
lienefits Which can be realized through the in-
volvement of volunteers
goals and objectives of the vocational volunteer
program
serviees prpvided by the volunteer program staff
volunteerrecruitmait, screening, selection, train-
ing and placement procedures
pre-service planning for instructors working with
volunteers

\ .preparing instructors to work with volunteers
instructors' responsibilities in Working with vol-
snteers
providing growth opportunities for volunteers
problem resolution procedures
evaluation of the vocational volunteer program
identifying your needs for volunteer services
student orientation

If the Program has a community resource volunteer
component; instructors will need to be given more
information how to prepare for the program, orient
the volunteer and actas a host for the program.

Staff orientation to the program should contidue to
be offered as the volunteer program expands. Provi-
sions will therefore need to be Made to alert staff to
upcoming orientation sessions or to enable them to
sign up for orientation on an as-needea basis. The
school administration should evidence its support for
the program by providing paid staff with the time
necessary to attend orientation sessions.

Commuiaty Relations

Whereas staff orientation serves to create a climate
within the schools which will be ;supportive of the
volunteer program, community relations serves
similar function outside of the schools. It is from the
community that volunteers will be recruited, and the
success of recruitment efforts will depend upon the
relationship built between the program and the com-
munity. In the words of Marie MacBride (1979), "A
director of volunteers who maintains conqnual con-
tact with the various segments of his/her comniunity
will never lack sources of volunteers."

16,

Community support for the Prpgritm should be culti-
vated during the planning of the program and con-
tinue to be nurtured throughout the duration of pro-
gram 'activities. Community representatives who were
involved in planning the program should be recog-
nized for their contributions to the planning effc-t
and kept infonned of the progren being made. Other
community leaders and influential groti.ps should also'
be contacted and made aware of the volunteer pro-,.

gram, its purppse, and the benefits which it can bring
to the school's vocational educatioh program and the
community at large.

Inforining the community of the vocational volun-
teer program can begin just)prior to recruitment and
continue thereafter on a regular basis. Indirect ap-,
'Apaches such as newspaper articles, radintalk shows,
television news cpveragel bumper stickers, billboards,
posters and numerous other means can be useato alert
the public to the existence.of the program. However,
prior to initiating a public riWareness campaign it is
important that the-volunteer program be prepared to
respond to inquiries which are likely to result from the
publicity; potential yoluAteers are likely to lose inter-
est ifttheilinquiries are not responded to promptly.

The importance of maintaining good relations with
community organizations ayid other local groups can-
not be overemphasized. In some instances' this may
entail the coordination' of, efforts between-the voca-
tional volunteer program and other volunteer agencies

the coordination .of recruitment with the local
Voluntary Action Center). In Other cases support for
the prcigram can.be maintained.by keeping various
groups informed of program activities and expressing
appreciation for the assistance provided by those
groups. Above all, it must be realized that the aliena-
tion ota single group can have a ripple effect through
other community organizatione, w'aich can ultimately

suit in the loss of many volunteers or even termina-
tion of school board support for the program.

Identifying Specific Needs
for Volunteer Assistance

During the planning of the vocational volunteer
program, it was suggested that a preliminary assess-
ment of needs be conducted to determine the various
types Of volunteer services needed by the vocational
program and the potential magnitude Of those needs.
That assessment of needs Will have served as a basis
for clarifying the roles and duties of vocational volun-
teersand developing preliminargjob descriptions. As
the program enters the implemeniation phase, it will
be necessary to identify specific needs for volunteer
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assistance among the various members of the voca-
tional program staff. Prior to ariy redruitment effortik
will be necessary to identify specificneelis represent-.
ing potential assignments available to vocational vol-
unteers. Through the identification of those,specific
needs, the recruitment and placement of volunteers'
will be guided and additional joh !descriptions can be,

.developed. A sample volunteer job description, for a
Vocational Shop/Laboratory Assistant, is pre...rented'
on the following page.

The development ,of vplunteer job descriptiers
should be the responsibility of the director of the voca-
tional volunteer program. By maintaining this as part
of the director's responsibility, there is less of a possi-
bility that a volunteer position will be .created which
is perceived negativeq by other members Ofthe school
staff. However, in the development of n w positibn
descriptions, the director i;hoUld encourag input from
faculty and others so that the positiorijfiescriptions
accurately -reflect their needs.

While the identification of staff need or volunteers
should be a continuing process throng out the dura-\
tion of recruitthent, a major-effort should be made-
shortly prior to recruitmentto identify potential vol-
-unteer assignments. Requests for Voluntem(s) forms
distributed to members of the staff are quiteTrequently
used to identify specific needs for volunteer assist-

. ante. A sample form used :to identify requests for
volunteers is presented on page 19.

ksimilar form can, be used fo ohtain request; for
community resource volunteere(ORVs). If aVe or
handbook of resource persons-is available, instructors s
maj, request the CRV by name. Alternatively, or if it
is 'the first round- of reqests, they may request a
particular topic, topical area or type of activity. A
sample form for requesting CRVs is presented in the
section of placement. Thp may be accomplished in
eonjundtion with the requests for re6lar volunteers
or, as described in later sections, as part of the place-
ment process.

The distribution of the Request -for Volunteer(s)
forms can be atcomplished thkough the school mail,
at regular staff meetings, or at orientation.sessions
where staff members are made-aware of the purpose
and goals of the vocational yolunteer program. Re-

gardless of the distribution- Procedure selected, it is
generally advisable to limit dist ributionlo those mem-
bers of the staff who have already participated in an
orientation meeting or been provided orientation
materials. Through attending an orientation session '
sthe staff members will be made awarelqf the yarious
tynes of activities planned for volunteers, the training
available to volunteers and stafk the reeponsibilities
which-they will be assuming 47hen working with a
volunteer, and other aspects of the program-which

'will enable them to make artinformed deCision'regard-
ing their desire to request and be assigned avocation-

,' al volunteer.
Prior to distribution of the Request for Volunteer(s)

form, it is important that a procedure 'be established
for processing the forms as they are received b5 the
Vocational' Voltinteer Program. The following steps
delineate a sugOsted "rocedure:

1. Sereen each form to ensure that it is complete
and that the type of volunteer assistance re-
quested is clearly understood. Requestaddition-
al information aa necessary. 3,

2. Classify the completed forms' according to the
volunteer job description or stype of assistance
needed.

3. Review the filaof available volunteers to deter-
.

mine if an appropriate applicant is available. If
not available, recruit tofill the position.

4. Notify the staff member that his/her Request
hae been-received and the status of the Request.

Sin ce.th eMitial identification of Ipecific staff needs
for volunteers should precede the first volunteer re-
cruitment campaiin, there is likely tbhe a delay be-
tween the time the Requests are received and the time
when appropriate' volunteers are located:The yoca-
tional staff should be made aware of this-anticipated
delay-1;o that their support for the voluliteer program
does not turn to disappointment during the time re-
quired for the first recruitment drive. As the program -
develops and a file.of potential volunteers is main!'
tained,"there should be less,of a delay between the
receipt of a Request and the location of an appropriate
volunteer. However, eyen when an appropriatelyolun-
teer can be immediateli identified to fill a particular
Request, some delay should. be anticipated by- the
vocational staff in order to allow time for volunteer
orientation and training (where necesiary). For these
reasons, the volunteer program office should respond
to each request for a Yolunteer to inform the staff
member of the likelihood that his/her request-can be
filled in the tiine frame indicated on the Request Form.

Unfilled Requests for Volunteer(s) will need to be
periodically reviewed and updated so that the volun-
teer programstaff will knOw whichvotential assign-
ments are still available. Thrmigh telephone or mail
contact the volunteer program office can verify the
current availability of unfilled Requests and remove
from the files those Requests which are no longer
current. By keeping the records of available 'assign-
ments up to date, recruitment and placement efforts
can be directed at those assignments which offer defi-
nite placement opportunities.

IT
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Vocational Volunteer Job Description

Job Vocational Shop/ Laboratory Volunteer

School/Department: All District Schools/ Trade & Industrial and Technical Education

13.me Requirementa (Length/Schedule): semester/minimum of 1 hoti; per week during school hours

-Objective of Position: To assist the shop/laboratory instructor in preparatory and instructional duties

Responsibilities and Tasks:
1.?.Demonstrate industrial applications of technical principles

2. Assist,in providing individual or small groUp instruction to students

3. Assist students with special projects

4. Demonstrate safety principles in work behavior

5. Provide assistance to, the instructor in preparing instructional materials and evaluating student
perforniances )

Qualifications:
,

-:

, Education: Minimum of Eigh school diploma in Trades & Inisistrial or technical field or appropriate
on-the-job training . . - ,.

Experience: Work experience in an industrial shop/laboratory/related to vocational instructional area

Penonal Characteristics: Abilitzto relate well with dthers, to communicate effectively on a student level
and to demonstrate good work habits, Positiveattitude toward teaching and learning.

-Other desirable skills/interetta: Some knowledge' of teaching/learning principles _

Training to t, Provided: Volunteer Pre-sereice training to familiarize volunteer with school equipment/
machinery and course objectives

Miscellaneous Requirementa/Commenta: Aftirnoon and evening,classes are being offered
-

18
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(Name of Vocational Volunteer Program)

(Address)

(Telephone Number)

REQUEST FOR VOLUNTEER(s)

Date. Department/Curriculum:

Contact Person: Location.

Number of Volunteers
Needed: Phone/Ext

Type of Service Needed and Mojorliesponsibilities
(Attach Job Description if available).

Qualifications (education, work experience, special skills).

Duration of Assignment:

Days and Hours.

Preferred Starting Date:

* ************************ *******************************************************40*********************

DIRECTOR OF,VOCATIONAL VOLUNTEERS' RECORD

* ******************************************************************************************************

Date Request Filled.

Volunteer Assigned. ID#

Reason Unable to Fill:

19
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4.

Recruitment of Vocational Volunteers

Recruitment provides the means by which contact
is made with individuals and organizations who are
potentially willing to provide volunteer services to the
vocational education program. It is similar in some
respects to the development of community supportfor
the volunteer program, although the purpose of the
latter is much broader than recruiting volunteers.
Through various recruitment procedures, members of
the community are not only informed of the purposes
of the volunteer program, they are also made aware of
the types of volunteer skills or services needed and are
asked tohelp in meeting those needs.

In seeking the assistance of vocational volunteers
it_isimportantta_consider-the-variouslactors-which
motivate people to take on vohinteer responsibilities.
If one begins with an understandingaf why people
volunteer, then it is much easier to develop a recruit-
ment program which will make the idee of volunteer
work most appealing to prospective volunteers. In
this regard, Wilson (1979) cites the following factors
as being frequently stated reasons for volunteering:

-,-the desire to utilize special knowledge and skills;
the need for a sense of security that results from

feeling one's life has purpose, meaning and signifi-
cance;

the need to be a part of activities that have neighbor-
hood, community, regional or national imirortance;

the desire to help others;
the desire for recognition and status;

the need to feel useful and needed;
an interest in learning new skills and participating
in enjoyable and rewarding activities;

--the desire to gain visibility and skills that will help
advancement in emilloyment andsocial arenas;

the need to actively utilize leisure time and reduce
loneliness, isolation and pressure.

In addition to the personal reasons cited above, a
vocational volunteer program can also appeal to busi-
ness and industries. In this regard, Burt and Lessinger
(1970) state that ,fthe single most important and per-
vasive reason for industry volunteer involvement in
public education is industry's concern for an assured
continuing supply of welLeducated ank properly
Arained manpower."

The variety of factors which motivate people to pro-
vide volunteer services makes it clear that what ap-
peals to one person might not appeal to another. For
this reason, the messages which are to be conveyed to
prospective volunteers should reflect the potential

20

rewards which the program can offer the volunteers as
well as the vocational education program.

.
Recruitment Procechres

At the heart of a successful recruitment campaign
-are: information on- the types of volunteer services
needed, knowledge of where to locate people who can
provide those services, and the utilization of multiple
strategies for contacting those people to request their
assistance. Recruitment procedures should therefore
be selected after the specific needs for volunteers have
been identified, so that the personnel responsible for
recruitment will have an informed perspective of the
types of persons to recruit and the alternative proce-
dures available for recruiting these particular types
of people. As noted by Davis and Maguire (1977),
"Erratic (recruitment] activities performed sporadi-
cally, without coordination, will produce disappoiht-
ing results."

Helgerson (1976) classifies recruitment procedures
into three major categories: (1) individual approaches,
(2) group approaches, and (3) approaches to the public
at large. She provides the following categorization of
various recruiting techniques within these three major
categories:

Individual: Telephone call; word of mouth; school
newsletters or flyers; direct mailings;
door-to-door; coffees or teas.

Group: Speaker's Bureau; brochures; in-house
organizations; meetings/open- houses;
bulletin boards.

Public: Bumper stickers; radio and television;'
newspapers; posters; exhibits;volunteer
action center/volunteerhureaus; outdoor
advertising.

Regardless of which approaches are utilized, even-
tually an individual contact will need to be made with
the prospect in arder to determine his/her interests
and suitability for performing volunteer work in,con-
junction with the vocational education program.

In general, group and public approaches reach a
larger segment of the community than do individual
approaches. However, the selection of recruitment
strategies should not be guided strictly by the number
of people contacted, or even the number of people
indicating an interest in becoming vocational volun-
teers. Rather, the critical factor is the extent to which
the techniques will serve to recruit people who possess
the types of skills needed by the vocational education
program. When the volunteer program has a number
of different assignments that do not require unique
skills or experience, group and public appeals may
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prove the most effective means for recruiting volun-
teers. On the other hand, when a limited number of
volunteer assignments is currently available, or when
specific skills are needed which arepossessed by only
a small segment of the.community, individual or tar-
-gited group approaches to recruitment tend to be more

Some documentation exists on the relative effective-
ness of various methods for recruiting volunteers. One
report (Hooper, 1976) touching upon this subject indi-
cates that the educational volunteers Who participated
in a school volunteer program first learned of-the
program from the following sources:

Source

Letter from school
Friend
Call from volunteer office
Newspaper
Television
Radio
Literature' rack

Number Percent

114 55
64 31
24 12

4 2
1 0

, 0 0
0 . 0

More recently, the effectiveness of various recruit-
ing strategies was refkcted in the results of a 1981
survey of volunteers conducted by The Gallup Organi-

i zation. For a national sample of 843 .persons who
participated in volunteer activities, 44 percent first
became involved because'someone asked them to vol-
unteer; 29 percent had a family member or friend
involved in the activity or benefiting froth it; and 31

, percent became involved through their participation
in an organization or group. Only 6 percent of the
sample first learned about the volunteer activity
throUgh radio, television or printed sources (Volun-
tary Action Leadership, 1982). These results support
the reports of others that personal or direct contact
with Prospeetive volunteers is the molt successful
approach for recruitment (Levine and Schmitz, 1973;
Davis and Maguire, 1977).

The Individual Appreach

Davisand Maguire (1977) report that the person-to-
person approach for recruiting educational volunteers
is "particularly:useful in relation to blue-collar work-
ers, wkite-collar workers, handicapped persons and
Socially or culturally disadvantaged individuals."
Through 'interaction with the prospective volunteer,
the recruiter can explain the uniqU contribution
Which the individual can make to the vocational pro-
gram, provide details on the requirements of the

1

assignment, emphasize the importance of the assign-
ment in furthering the objectives of the community's
vocational education program, and demonstrate how
volunteering can be personally satisfyini and benefi-
cial to the volunteer. A written job description should
be provided to 'the potential volunteer, and the re-
cruiter shoiilahe preparedio answer questions ilibift
the vocational education program as well as the voca-
tional volunteer program. If the individual is inter-
ested in accepting the assignment, the recruiter should
ask the prospect to complete a Volunteer Application
Form prior to the end of their meeting. A sample
Application Form is presented on the following page;
the examples of volunteer work should be modified to
reflect the specific needs of the school's vocational
education program.

Locating potential volunteers who possess partied-
lar skills needed by the vocational education program
can best be accomplished through-contacting 'organi-
zations and groups for referrals and personal recom-
mendations. This approach not only provides the
recruiter with the names of likely candidates, it also
informs the prospect that he/she has ber specifically .
recommended by personal acquaintances as being
particularly, well qualified to MO the necessary
assignment. If a prospect declines to serve for one
reason or another, the recruiter can ask him/her to
recommend another individual who might be inter-
ested in filling the assignment. In this way a denial
can result in a productive lead toward locating the
right person. Potential groups to contact for initial
leads might include:

labor unions
private businesses
professional and trade associations
senior Citizens' groups
local Voluntary Action Centers
fraternal organizations, men's clubs
women's clubs and organizations
local colleges and universities
local Chamber of Commerce

Contacts with existing members of curriculum ad-
visory committees and vocational education general
advisory committees should be fully explored for po-
tential sources of new volunteers. Since these commit-
tee members have already evidenced their supPort for
vocational education, their assistance and full cooper-
ation Can generally be counted upon.

The volunteer recruiter should also seek to identify
local employersparticularly large oneswho have

3 0
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(Name of Volunteer Program)
(Audress)

(Phone Number)

VOLUNTEER APPLICATION FORM

Name

Address

Special interests, skills or hobbies.

Telephone

2ip_Cade_

Occupation.

Related M.aining.

Ho
Mc
Af
Ev

lira Available
orning

SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT

ternoon
piling

Total Hours Available Weekly Monthly

Are you interested in a continuing assignment [ ] or in a short-term [ ] or one-time assignment [

What type of volunteer work are you interested in?

Assist in the classroom_ Work with an individual student_ Technical assistance to instructors
Adrhistrative Assistance
Guest lecturer on

_ Curriculum development_ Student outreach/follow-up_ Special Projects_ Transportation
Other

Have you previously served as a volunteer?

Where?

What kind?
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benefitedfrom the vocafional preparation provided to
their employees, and request thpir cooperation in
locating persons to serve as vocational volunteers.
Frequently employers will arrange special-employee

'orientation sessions, meetings or displays in the build-
ing which serve to interest and attract their employees

_to_.:11e_volunteeLprograminiact, some employers
provide release time for their employees who will
spend that time doing volunteer work. IBM, Xerox,
Western Electric, Wells Fargo, Honeywell, Levi
Strauss & Company, and Northrop Corporation are a

-few of the pioneering corporafions which have estab-
lished procedures to encourage their employees to take
on volunteer assignments. Volunteers from the Work-
place by Kerry Kenn Allen, and Volunteer Industry
Involvement in Public Education by Burt and Les-
singer otter a weafth-Of information on how to promote
voluntary assistance from businesSes and labor
organizafions.

Group and Public Approaches

Indirect approaches for recruiting vocational 1;rolun-
teers, such as newspaper articles, radio and television
announcements, billboards and posters, brochures,
bAmper stickers, and flyers, are capable of informing
large numbers of persons of the need for vocafional
volunteers. They can be extremely effective when used
in conjunction with direct volunteer recruitment ef-
forts, since they alert prospecfive volunteers to the
existence of the program prior to being contacted by a
recruiter. However, they all suffer from the same
drawback: they rely on the individual to take the
initiative in making further contact with the volunteer
program. Furthermore, where volunteers are needed
who have rather specific skills, these indirect ap-
proaches can recruit a disproportionate number of
individuals who do not fit the needs of the vocational
volunteer program. As a result, the program staff will
need to spend more time screening potential volun-
teers and referring those who are not needed to other
agencies which might be able to utilize their skills. It
must be emphasized that community support for a
volunteer program can be jeopardized by. turning
away offers of volunteer assistance. The program staff
will need to be as patient and pleasant when in ter-
iriewing a prospect who can't be placed as they are
when interviewing the ideal prospect. In this regard,
the following procedures are recommended when turn-
ing down an offer for volunteer services:

Explain the decision courteously
Be honest with the applicant
Emphasize the strengths of the applicant

Discuss other ways a volunteer may help
Refer the applkant to another program or agency
(from Helgerson, 1974)

ImPlementing the Recruitment Program

-Planning, organization and.coordination are three
essential ingredients in the successful implementa-
tion of a volunteer recruitment program. The timing
and strategies for recruitment will need to be planned
to correspond with the operational cycle of the voca-
tional education program and its needs for volunteer
assistance. Recruitment strategies will have to be con-
sidered in light of their potential effecfiveness and the
resources available for recruitment. Recruiters will
need-to-be-identified-and-trained, and someone-wifl
have to be assigned primary responsibility for coordi-
nating the recruitment program.

It is advisable to appoint a vocational volunteer
recruitment committee to assist in organizing-and
implementing the recruitment program. Such a com-
mittee is comprised of volunteers and school person-
nel, including one or more members of the vocafional
volunteer program staff. Committhe members play a
major role in the actual recruitment of volunteers,
although they are also encouraged to seek the assist-
ance' of other individuals who can help with special-
ized recruitment efforts. The activities of the commit-
tee are coordinated by the Director of the Vocational
Volunteer Program or a staff coordinatdr for the Vol-
unteer program.

Where indirect recruitment strategies are to be used,
the recruiters wilLneed to be prepared to respond to
inquiries from prospective volunteers. Volunteer Ap.
plication Forms will need to be designed and repro-
duced prior to initiating the recruitment campaign,
and information on available assignments will need_
to be organized so that it can be quickly accessedby
recruiters. Procedures for responding to inquiries from
prospective volunteers have been delineated by the
National Center for Voluntary Action (Miller, 1972)
and are summarized below.

Inquiries redeived by mail:

3 2

1. Review the correspondence and determine
which of the following procedures is preferable.

a. Mail application _to the prospect and nig-
gest that an interview be scheduled.

b. Mail additional information if the prospect
mentioned a specific area of interest in
which he/she would like to work. Program
brochures, description of available jobs,
etc. may be helpful.
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c. Call thaprospect and arrange an interview.

2. Make a record of the response in the Activity
Log andlist appointment if scheduled.

If inquiry is by telephone:

1_,Answer ,questionc.the prospect may have as
fully as possible and schedule an appointment;
and/or send application by mail if prospect
wishes and ask him or her to call for an'appoint-
ment when convenient.

2. Record the iMtion in Activity Log.
If prospect drops in at the volunteer office or recruit-

ment center:
1. Invite the prospect to confplete an application.

(Be sensitive to the applicant's dislike or diffi-
culty in completing the form; if the slightest
hesitancy is shown, seek an appointment with
an interviewer.a. soon as possible.)

2. Enter appropriateinformation in Activity Log
and introduce the applicant to the interviewer.

3. If application is not complete, the interviewer,
can cirry on a conversation as she/he com-
pletes the form and puts the prospect at ease.

4. If interviewer is not available, schedule an ap-
pointment at .the 'earliest possible date and

- record in the interview appointment book.

The selection of individuals to conduct the recruit-
ment and interviewing of prospectiVe volunteers
should concentrate on those personi who can generate
enthusiasm and interest on the part of the applicant.
Oftentimes volunteers who have participated in the
program -7-bcan iqme very c

i
effs tive recruiters. As

Harriett Naylor_(1973) describes t,-"Full of firsthand
testimony and with a stake of their own in seeing the
work continue, aciive volunteers who are enjoying
their jobs are the best possible energizers for new
ones!'

Screening and Selection of Applicants

A successful recruitment campaign can result in
the identification of numerous individuals who ex-
press an interest in serving as vocational volunteers.
Once these individuals are identified, a screening and
selection process is used to determine which of the
prospects can meet the basic criteria established for
selecting volunteer.. In some instances, selection and
placement of volunteers take place at the same time;
nevertheless, selection (or screening) If volunteers is
a necessary condition for placement.

24

Rationale for a Screening Process

The screening and selection of applicants should
not be considered in any wayinappropriate because
of the fact that the applicant is offering to provide free

-.services to the school. A screening process can be as
advantageous to the applicant as it is to the volunteer
program; since -it can prevent-the applicant- from
entering a situation in which she or he would not be

- comfortable or satisfied. Marlene Wilson (1976) strong-
ly adiocates a thorough screening process for the
-following reasons:

1. The clients of the agency must be protected.
They must be helped, not hindered by any vol-
unteer involvement;

2. The-agency's reputation ii it-tatty affected by
the volunteers who work there; ,

3. Morale of paid staff and other volunteers de-
clines when inappropriate or poor volunteer
placements occur; and

4. The volunteer suffers when misplaced.

Screening Procedures

In a direct recruitment campaign where prospective
volunteers are initially contacted by a recruiter, a
preliminary screening of prospects can be performed
by the recruiter. Through interaction with the pros-
pect, the recruiter may learn that the individual is not
willing to make a firm cominitment of his or her time,
is not responsible, or lacks some other basic qualifica-
tion required. of all vocational voluntiers. If so, the
recruiter can effectively (but discreetly) screen out the
prospect without ever asking the individual to apply
for a volunteer assignment.

The screening and selection of applicants who re-
spond to an indirect recruitment campaign is usually
performed through a scheduled interview.following
receipt of an application form. For each applicant,
time must be allotted to interview the prospect in
order to determine (a) whether the applicant woidd
make a good volunteer, and (b) what assignment(s).
best fit the applicant's interests, abilities and time
schedule. If the recruitment campaign is highly pro-
ductive this can be a time-consuming process which
may require more than one trained interviewet

For applicants who are interested in becoming a
part of a community resource volunteer program,
screening is not such a vital function. It is of course
necessarY to evaluate applicants' qualifications to
determine if they are appropriate to the needs of the
program. References may also be useful in Selecting
the CRV pool, although an in-depth interview is not
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ACTIVITY LOG
(Daily Volunteer Inquiries)

Date

In Person,
Mail or
Phone

Volunteer
(Check box if first contact) Action

Interview
as

Scheduled
,

Referred to

Accepted:-
Yes-No
Date _.

. .

Enter name, address,
telephone number

, ..

Enter interviewer,
appointment date
and time

Yes No
(Why not)

t

Enterarganizatica,
function, appointment
time, with whom

,

II

...

1

(Devetoped by National Center for Voluntary Action, 1972)
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generally required. Since the CRV assignmerits are
brief, any problems associated with the volunteer's
prokram can be identified through instructor and stu-
dent evaluations, and appropriate actions, 'such as
requesti g changes to the program or removal from
the CRVlpooI, can be taken.

Screening and SelectiOn Criteria

Regardless of whether an applicant has been re-
ferred through a director indirect recruitment proce-
dure, specific qualification standards or criteria will
need to be determined for screening and selectiAg
applicants. The ',standards should reflect school or
institutional policies, the goals and objectives of the
vocational andV-Olunteer programa, and-the desit6"d
qualifications of individuals who will be interacting
with students, instrnctors or other members of the
school staff. A sample set of school volunteer qualifi-
cations which have been developed by Helgerson
(1976) is presented below. The general qualifications
apply to all school volunteer assignments; thespecific
qualifications are to be considered in light of parti-
cular assignments of interest to the applicant.

General Qualifications

A constructive attitude toward helping and/or
working with people
Reliability and a sense of responsibility
Initiative and willingness to exert effort on behalf
of the work undertaken
Flexibility and adaptability to change and growth

Specific,Qualifications

Sufficient time available
Physical, mental and emotional stability com-
mensurate with job assignment '
Personal interest in assignment
Experience in field of work undertakeri
Knowledge of required skills or.techniques
Awareness of or sensitivity toward need for suit-
able attire
Have an interest in students and a desire to work
with them
Hav,e a good professional attitude, interest and
enthusiasm for working with students
Have ability to work cooperatively with school
personnel
Have good health
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Haye adequate communication skills (including
foreign language abilities as appropriate)
Feel a deep obligation as a citizen to support and
help the*kchools in educating all students to their
capacities
Already haveor be willing to acquireskills
that are needed in the schools
Have talents that can enrich the school program

The Interview

A review of the above qualifications should make it
apparent why interviews are necessary to screen and
select applicants:many of the factors to beconsidered
can-only-be-explored- through-interacting_Withihe
prospect. However, the interview also serves other
purposes'. It enables the prospect to learn.more itbout
the volunteer programs the types of assignments
available to volunteers and the responsibilities ofvOl-

unteers. It also provides an opportunity toestablisha
person-to-person relationship with the prospeét and
to let the prospect feel more at easein the school
environment. Finally, the interviewhelps the prospect
to consider further his or her own interests in
becoming a volunteer and to learn more about how
volunteering is related to the prospect's personal
objectives.

To the extent possible, the interview should be con-
ducted in a comfortable setting where a conversation
can proceed without interruption. ProMotional litera-
ture or volunteer job descriptions which the interview-
er might wish to share with the prospect should be
identified in advance and be onhand within the inter-
view setting. If the prospect has submitted avolunteer
application prior to the time ofthe interview,the inter-
viewer should take time before thescheduled interview
to. become familiar with the prospect's application
and note specific items,on the application which he or
she wishes to, explore with the prospect. If the pros-
pect's application is not available until the time of the
interview, the interviewer should give the prospect
the promotional literature to read while the inter-
viewer reviews the application.

Interviewing a prospective volunteer will generally
take about one-half hour. More time is likely to be re-
quired if the applicant is interested in learning about a
number of possible assignments, and slightly less time
may be required if the applicanthas been recruited for
-a specific position. For scheduling purposes, esti-
mate one-half hour per interview; allow yourself a little
more time in the beginning of the program While your
interviewing skills are Still developing.

There,is no fixed pattern to follow, when intervieW-
ing an applicant; so much depends upon the char-
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acteristics ofthe applican, t and the nature of the vari:
oua volunteer assignments. Nevertheless, there are a
number of points to keep in mind while conducting
the interview. Firstand forethost, make Imre that the
inteiview allows both parties to obtain the informa-
tion which they-need to make their respective deci-
aions regarding the applicant's suitability for a vota-
tional volunteer aseignment. This will be easier to
aCcomplish if the interviewerreviews the prospect's
application prior to the tiipe of the interview, and if
the applicant was Mailed or Otherwise provided with
a written description of the volunteer program at the
time his or her application was received. The inter-
viewer should then try to accomplish the following
fiVe tasks, as suggested by Miller (1972), during the
course of the interview:

1. Completing the application, if necessary;
adding information gained in the interview
exéhange.

2. Giving special attention to educational and oc-
cupational experience, volunteer experience,
training, interests, hobbies, availabilitydays
and hoursand preferences.

3. Strewing the importance of the volunteer's com-
mitment to the task he/she undertakes.

4. Determining whether the applicant can be re-
ferred for immediate placement. If so, discuss
available opportunities.

5. Encouraging questions; let the applicant make
his/her own decision but help clarify the
choices.

At the concluskm of the interview,tthe applicant
should be informed of the outcome. If the applicant is
qualified to wrve as a vocational volunteer, the inter-
viewer might say,-"We would be very happy to have
you join our vocational volunteer program. I'd like to
set up an appointment for you to attend our next
volunteer orientation and training workshop." Where
the applicant does not meet the program's qualifica-
dons, or where it is unlikely that a suitable assign-
ment can be found for the applicant, the interviewer
can help the applicant by telling him or her, "I'm
sorry, but I don't think we have a position at this time
which matches your interests and skills. Can I make
an appointment for you with the Voluntary Action
Center? They have a much broader range of volunteer
assignments than our program." The interviewer
must remember that every applicant, whether ac-
cepted or not by the program,is a potential supporter
of the program and a source of new recruits.

In some instances the, applicant may want to give
furtheethought to the offer; the interviewer should

encourage him/her to do so and arrange to call the
applicant in a day or two. Where there appears to be
some uncertainty on the part of either party, it maybe
advisable to suggest that a trial assignment be con-
sidered w that both parties will have an opportunity
to reevaluate the applicant's progress and satisfaction
after participating in a volunteer assignment.

Immediately following the interview, while the in-
formation is still freshin the interviewer's mind, he or
she should write down the findings and attach them
to the recruit'e application form. A sample form for
recording the interviewer's findings and impressions
is presented on the following page. The use of such
forms is particularly helpful when there is likely to be
a delay between the time of the interview and place-
ment of the new volunteer ih an assignment.

Orientation and Training
Vocational volunteers need some type of orientation

and oftentimes training prior to beginning their as-
signments. Orientation piovides new volunteeri with
general information on the purpwes and goals of the
vocational volunteer program; 'school policies and
rules pertaining to volunteers; the role, rights and
responsibilities of the volunteer; and procedural as-
pects such as signing in and out, where to park at the
school, whom to contact if they are ill or otherwise
cannot attend, and where to go for help should it be
needed. Trainingusually pre-service trainingis in-
tended to provide the volunteer with specific skills or
knowIedges that are needed to perform the duties of
the volunteer's awignment. In some instances, in-
service training is also provided to volunteers to better
enable them to deal with particular types of problems
they encounter in their specific assiinments (e.g., stu-
dents with emotional problems, tutoring math or read-
ing) or to learn new skills which will expand their
capabilities w a volunteer (e.g., operating various
types of equipment, interviewing skills, instructional
techniques, providing positive reinforcement to stu-
dents, etc.).

Orientation and training of vocational volunteers
should also help them to feel more comfortable about
the assieninent and new environment which they are
entering. This is particularly important where a vol-
unteer who has beenitway from school for a number
of years is assigned to assist in a vocational classroom
or laboratory/shop. Keep in mind that what you take
for granted in the schoolsthe students' attire, matur-
ity and the instructional environmentmay come as
a surprise to someone who has not been in your schools
before or has been away from school for years.; Also
remember that the volunteers' perceptions of the
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,

INTERVIEW SUMMARY

Applicant's Name: Sex: M F

Telephone Date.

Employment Experience

CurrentEmployment

Volunteer Interests

Previous Volunteer Experience

MotivatiOn for Applying

Educational Background (Foreign Language Skills?)

Limitations (Transportation, Health, Child Care)
,

Interviewer's Comments

Action
Accepted: Withdrew Voluntarily: Other
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schools may be based on news media reports of prob-
lems in the schools and that those portrayals may or
may not apply to the vocational education program.

Orienting the New Volunteer

Orientation of the new volunteer can be conducted
in either a one- or two-itage Process, depending upon
the organization of the vocational volunteer prograni.
Where the volunieer,krogram i confined-to one voca-
tionalikhool or other institution, a single orientation
session can be conducted. However, where the volun-
teer program is serving a number of schbols within
the distrkt, a two-itage orientalibn is recommended.
The firet of these orientation sessions would be at the
'district level, while the second would be at the school
or institution where the volunteer is assigned. The
major advantages of a two-stage orientation is that
fewer orientation /sessions are required to caver topics
of districtwide applicability, less staff time is required
to conduct the Orientation 'sessions; and volunteers
are provided an opportunity to meet more people who
are participating in the vocational volunteer program.
The major advantage of single-stage orientations ia
that they are easierto schedule on an as-needed basis.

An exception to this general rule is the orientation
of the community resource volunteer. In this case,
much of the orientation can be done through the mail
and/or by phone when roaldng arrangements forthe
volunteer's services. Instructors making a request or
the school coordinator of Volunteers would then be
responsible for providing school-specific information
and meeting the CRV upon arrival.

If orientation is to be offered in two stages, the first
session should focus on topics of general application
to allechool volunteers. Suggested topics for the first
orientation session are as follows:

1. Philosophy and purpose of the vocational vol-
unteer program

2. Goils and objectives of the Vocational volunteer
program

3. Organization of the vocatiorial volunteer.pro-
;gram

4: State, district and school policies concerning
vocational volunteers -

5..Financial and legal responsibilities Of the dis-
trict

6. The roles, rights and responsibilities of voca-
tional Volunteers

7. Orientation it the schOols
8: Training opportunities for. volunteers 4
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The second phase of orientation, which should be
offered at the school or other location where the volun-
teers will be working, would focus more specifically
upon the operational procedures pertaining to their
assignments and the settings in which they will be
working. Items to be covered during the second phase
of orientation niightincludethe follownt g:

1. Orientation to the school's facilities 1

2. Location of parking areas, caleteria,restrooms,
smoking areas and sign-in record

3. School policies and rules
4. Fire Ind safetyprocedures
5. Recommended attire (if applicable)
6. Introduction of the volunteers to members of

the paid anti volunteer staff with whom they
will be working

When a two-stage orientation process is offered, the
first should be conducted by the director of the voca-
tional volunteer program and the second conducted
by the school coordinator of vocational volunteers.
When orientation is provided in a single session, it
dan be conducted by either the volunteer program
director or the school coordinator of vocational volun-
teers depending upon their.available time and skills.
In this latter situation the orientation should cover
district-wide as well as school-specific asPects of the
vocational volunteer program.

The new volunteers' initial orientation to the pro-
gram should be provided in a warm and friendly
atmosphere. The volunteers will be entering into new
roles in a setting which is likely to be unfamiliar to
Ahem, so it is important that the orientation session
help to make them feel comfortable. For this reason,
volunteer orientation sessions are oftentimes preceded
by an informal get-acquainted session where coffee is
served and the participants are encouraged to meet
one another.

A general orientation meeting can iange in size
from five to fifty participants, although 20 to 30 parti-
cipants is considered to be a =common and desirable
itize. Too few participants can result in a limited dis-
cussion; too large a group can make it difficult for each
individuar tb have an opportunityto ask questions.

Ha nclduts and audiovisual aids should be prepared
for regular use in conducting orientation sessions.
Appropriate handouts might include the following:

Orientation to Vocational Education
Purpose and Goals of the Vocational Volunteer
Program
Summary of the Background of the Vocational -
Volunteer Program
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School Board or Institutional Policies and Rules
Regarding Volunteers
Guidelines for Vocational Volunteers
Descriptions of Selected Vocational Volunteer
Assignments ,

The above materials are oftentimes incorporated
into a Handbook for Volunteers. If such a handbook
can be developed, it should be distributed at the orien-
tation session in lieu of the handouts listed above.

A slide-tape presentation or film showing vocation-
al volunteers in a variety of assignments can add a
great deal to the orientation -session. A lower-cost
option is to prepare a slide presentation and have the
director of the vocational volunteer program provide
the narration. Don't overlook the possibility of having
volunteers develop this type of presentation.

Volunteers currently involved in the program
should be Present at the orientation session and per-
haps assist in conducting the orientation. One or ml:Ire
staff representatives from the vocational education
program should also be in attendance. Finally, a wel-
coming statement from the district superinvendent,
school principal, or president of the institution can
provide additional reinforcement and motivation to
the new volunteers.

Pre-Service Training of Volunteers

Pre-service training of vocational volunteers is re-
quired to the extent that they do not alreadY possess

-the skills necessary to perform their volunteer assign-
- mentst.-Therefor4f.trainiiig should be provided after

the new volunaer has been assigneeto a _volunteer
position but prior to beginning the assignment. There
should be as little delay as possible betwecn the time
when the volunteer receives his/her initial assign-
ment and the time when training is made available to
the new volunteer. Where orientation is provided as a
two-stage process, the training of -volunteets should
take place between the time of the first and second
orientation sessions. Where orientation is provided as
a single session, it should precede volunteertraining.

Training of volunteers can be offered in either an
individual or group setting. An individual approach
is much'easier to arrange in response to new volun-,
teers' entry into the program, but it requires more
staff involvement and lacks the opportunity for the
volunteer to interact with other new volunteers. Pro-
ponents of individualizing volunteer training stress
that it can focus specifically on what theindividual
needs to enter his or her assignment, and thus enables_
greater flexibility than group approaches. Stenzel and
Feene3; (1968) encourage an individualized instruc-
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tional approach where the volunteer assumes much
of the responsibilitifor his or her own learning, Which

Wcan inclnde on-the-job training:They point out that
"the important aspfct of this form of training is that
there is a target date fpr evaluation and discusMon 4
future-learning exp%riences and intelligent; sensitive
supervision-along-the-way."

Group approachea to training volunteers can con-
sist of conferences, skills workshops, courses or mini-
courses, lecture-discussion, etc. The best approach will
depend uponsuch factors as the number of volunteers,
the similarity Of their needs, the resources available,
to provide the training, and the complexity of the
skills to-be acquired.

The design of a group training program.should be
given serious thought in order to accomplish the in-
tended training objectives quick:13,11nd get the Partici-
pants started on their volunteer assignments. The
following questiory, developed by Marvin Arffa and
reported by Mirlene Wilson (1976), .should- be con-
sidered in designing training programs for volunteers:

1. What is the need?
2. What do we want to accomplish? (State objec-

tives)
3. Who is to be trained? (Identify professi(ial or

nonprofessional peleons or other classifica-
tions)

4. How many are to be trained?
5. What is the present general level of knowledge

and expeiience of those to be trained?
6. What are the generA Capabilities of those to be

trained?
7. What'new knowledge and understanding Will

be required? (Outline the general scope and con-
tent ofinstruction)

8. What new or improyed skills will be needed?
(Indicate behaviorial goals)

9. How can the training or development beon-
ducted? (Consider appropriate methoclologY
and plan of operation)

10. What instructional materials and aids are avail-
able or obtainable?

11. What time factors needto be considered? (In-
clude availability of trainees, worji require-
ments, personal needs:of. trainees, on whose
time are they going to be trained, and travel
considerations)

12. What should be-the starting date; timing, fre-
quency, and length of sessions?

13. What should be the content and sequence oithe
sessions?

As
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14; Who is to ao the training?
15. Is instrucior training needed?
16. If so, What training is needed?
17: What instructor guides or lesson plans are

needed-, And what information should those
guides oriesson pliñs contain? -

18. Where is ihe program to be conducted?.

19. What facilities, equipment and services will be
required?

20. What study or initrudtional materialAwill be

21. 4t redordikand reports will be needed?
22. cm will pariacipants be *fleeted?

23. How will participants be prepared for the learn-
ing experience?

24. What will be the estimated:cost of the program?
(These would be-itemized according to person-

, nel, materials, and supPliee)
26. How will regults of training be measured and

evaluated?

With specific reference to training educational vol-
unteers; particularly those who will be working with
students, Chambers (1972) recommends that the fol-
lowing elealente be includedin all pre-service training
progra,1:-

1. Overview of the area for which tzainTiv is given

2. Principles of human growth and development
for the age group with which the volunteer will

be working
3. General characteristics of the group or individ-

v!As the voiiiiiteer will be assisting
4. Definite objectives to be met through volunteer

assistance
5. SPecific activities to be carried out to meet

objectives
6. Materials, games and ideas for volunteers to

Use
7. Definition of the volunteer's role in relation to

professional e4ff
8. Defifiltien of the staffmember'i role in relationr

to tile volunteer

The pre-service training of volunteers detscribed
above is pritharilyintended for volunteers who will-be
providing services to the program on a regular mind

continuing beets, e.g., tutorial assistance, job place,
mint, 'serving as an advocate for, a disadvantaged or
handicapped student, etc..Less training, or perhaps
none at all; may be needed by individuals who Agree

to aerie As comniunity resource volunteers (such as
guest leciurers) to proidde assistance on an occasional
basis upon request. However, 41 voluntegs should
receive an orientation to the program, even if the
orientation information is provided over the telephone
or sent by mail. op

. In-Service Training
and Development of Volunteers

The potential contributions which vocational vol-
unteers are capable of providing will not be fully
realized unlesi the volunteers are encouraged to glow
in their assignmenti and take on ne* and more chal-
lenging responsibilities. A. noted by Marlene Wilson
(1976), "Volunteers who have ongoing Jearning op-
portunities both extend and deepen their contribution
to the program." Some unplanned learning opportuni-
ties will probably be available to most volunteers
%limply as a result of performing their assigned jobs.
However, the vocational volunteer program Ahould
take the initiative in planning irpservice training for
volunteers so that the volunteers and the program
can both grow . closer toward achieving their full
potential.

In-service training and development opportunities
should be responsive to the needs of both the volunteer
and the volunteer program. Oftentimes this will re-
quire an individualized approach to training, where
the volunteer and Program stiff work togethet to iden-
tify and prdvide the learning opportunities needed by
the volunteer. Such opportunities might include at-
tending lectures Leonferences, staff workshops, or pre-
serVice.training programs being offerer", for curient
volunteers entering a different volwateer job; sug-
gested outside feedings; one-to-one instruction; field
trips;/and courses-offered at educational institutions
and1COmm unity centers.
?Group in-service training opportunities should be -

offered when similar volunteer training needs war-
rant the development of group activities. Skills* work-
shops, organized discussions, lectures, problem solv-

jingrsessions and similar group activities can focus on
current needs of volunteers. Factors to consider in

1 designing a group in-service training program are the
same as those previously described for pre-service
training with the following exceptions:

1. Develop an announcement of the- activity so-
that all interested volunteers will be aware of
the purpose, time, location and registration
procedure (if any).

2. Involve volunteers in the ylanning of the activ-
ity to ensure that it is consistent with their
needs.
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3. At the conclusion of the activity, ask the volun-
teers for suggestions for future in-service activi-
t:es and topics.

For additional information on the or:entation and
training of volunteers, the following books are highly
recommended. .

Volunteer Training-and Development: A Manual
for Community Groups by Anne Stenzel and Helen
Feeney (1968)

The Effectiue Management of Volunteer Programs
by Marlene Wilson (1976)

, Volunteers TodayFinding, Training and Work-
ing with Them by Harriet H. Naylor (1967)

Placemept and Retention
of Volunteers

Placement occurs when d-VOlunteer is assigned to a
specific volunteer job. Depenaing.upon the po,itions
available at the time of screening and selection, place-
ment can occur either at the time of selection or there-
after when an appropriate position becomes available.

Placement Procedures

The placement process begins with a request for
volunteer services from a member of the school staff.
The request is then matched with the qualifications of
available volunthers as ascertained by information
contained on their application forms and obtiined
through intervieiving the applicants. Among the fac-
tors to consider in making this match are the volun-
teer's skills and interests, time requirementh, sched-
uling, travel distance and potential transportation
problems. The volunteer who appears to be best suited
for the assignment is then contacted andoffered the
position. !f an appropriate volunteer cannot be located
among those who have applied for volunteer assign-
ments, the request fOr vclunteer services should be
referred to those persons who are responsible for vol-
unteer recruitment and selection.
. When an appropriate applicant is located who

agrees to take the assignment, the volunteer office
should telephone the school Personnel who will be
supervising the volunteer and notify them of the
assignment. A time and location for meeting with the
volunteer should be established. The volunteer office
should then mail a confirmation of the assignment to
the volunteer along with;

(1) a written description of the job;
(2) the time and place of orientation;
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(3) schedule for the assignment;
(4) the name and location of the person to report to

at the school, and the time and date of the'
appointment;

(5) a follow-up card to be returned to the volun-
teer office two weeks after the volunteer be-
gins his/her assignment.

VocatiOnal Volunteer Office
(Address)

ASSIGNMENT FOLLOW-UP'

To: (Name of Volunteer)

Please complete this card two weeks after yOu begin
your volunteer assignment and return it to our office.

Thank you. Signature

[ I I am enjoying my volunter assignment

[ ] I have decided not to become a volunteer at this
time because

[ J I would like another assignment instead of this.

Placement Mismatching

Every volunteer program is likely to be confronted
with the situation where a good match cannot readily
be made between the qualifications and schedules of
available volunteers and those required of the volun-
teer assignment. In some instances it is possible to
provide the volunteer with enough training to enable
him/her to perform the assignment; but when in doubt
it is generally preferable to continue to search (and
wait) until the right volunteer can be located. In ad-
dressing this issue, Harriett Naylor (1973) provides
the following advice:, ,

"It is safer in the long run to carry a yacan-
cy until it can be well filled than to fill it
poorly, for the minute it is no longer a vac-
ancy the incentive for a search for candi-
dates is gone ... Too often we tend to fear
the appearance of vacancies, when it would
be far healthier than having them ?norly
filled. . . The right person is woi th the
search and the waiting."



Placing the wrong person in the assignment is likely
to lead to dissatisfaction on the part of both the volun-
teer and the staff with whom he/she is working.

Underplacement of a volunteer can be as detrimen-
tal as overplacement and is probably a more commen
occurrence. The rewards of volunteering are derived
from the wrsonal fulfillment of the volunteer's unique
needs and interests. Interviewing volunteer appli-
cants should serve to identify those needs and inter-
ests; placement should strive to fulfill them. The pro-
fessional orcraftsperson who *ants to utilize his or
het occupational lacing as a volunteer should not be
pladed in an assignment which does not require those
skills. Similarly, a bilingual volunteer who would like
to bea tutor for a limited English-speaking vocational
education student should not be placed in an available
tutoring assignment which does not require bilingual
capabilities. To do so could be the first step toward
losing a volunteer, and toward disappointment on the
part of both the student (and instructor) to whom the
volunteer was assigned. It is far better to wait for an
appropriate assignment, or to pursue new possibilities
for utilizing the volunteer's unique skill, than to place
the volunteer in a position which will soon extinguish
his/her interest in providing:volunteer services to the
program.

By sending a follow-Up card to the volunteer at the
time of his or her assignment, the volunteer office can
identify volunteers whose expectations are riot being
met by their assignments. Volunteers should be asked
to return their follow-up cards within the first few
weeks of their assignments so that problems pertain-
ing to their assignments can be resolved before the
volunteer loses interest in the program. Telephone
contact should be made with each volunteer who indi-
cates that he or she would like a different assignment
or who has decided not to take the assignment at the
present time. It is important for the volunteer to know
that the placement personnel want to find a satisfying
position for the volunteer; that they do not want to
lose the voltinteer; and that they will seek to find a
more suitable assignment for the volunteer or to help
the volunteer overcome the problem (e.g., child care,
transportation, scheduling) that is causing him/her
to have second thoughts about volunteering. Tele-
phone contacts with these volunteers can also help to
avoid siinilar problems in the future when placing
other volunteers and to identify limitations in the
program's selection and placement procedures.

Placement of Coirimunky Resource Volunteers

The development of a community resourCe volunteer
program as a part of the vocational volunteer program
can be,accomplished without having placement per-
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formed by the volunteer program office. The place-
ment of community resource volunteers is facilitated
through the development of a file or handbook of
community resources which presents information, on
the services available 'from various community
resource persons/agencies. Teachers are provided
copies of the handbook or access to the file to identify
community resources whoselervices would enrich a
particular aspect of the students' vocational education
preparation. Contact with the community resource
persons can be made directly by the teacher but prefer-
ably through a school coordinator responsible for co-
ordinating the community resource program at the
school. The school coordinator can ensure that no
community resource volunteer is being overburdened
by excessive requests from school personnel. A sample
teacher request form and community resource Volun-
teer description are presented on the following pages.

Reinforcement and Retention of Volunteers

The placement of a new volunteer into a vocational
volunteer 'assignment can mark the beginning of an
extended and rewarding relationship for all parties
involved, or it can represent the beginning of a brief
and dissatisfying experience for the volunteer. Sound
placement prGcedures including follow-up contacts
with the volunteersare vital to the retention of vol-
unteers; however, a continuing effort to reinforce the
relationship and recognize the volunteer's contribu-
tions is also crucial to the retention of volunteers.

. Successful retention of volunteers should be viewed
in relation to the volunteers' fulfillment of their com-
mitments to the prograM \Certainly, the new volunteer
does not expect to be involved in the vocational pro-
gram forever. Rather, the volunteer has accepted an
assignment of some pre-specified duration, after
which he or she should feel a positive sense of achieve-
ment regardless of whether or not the person decides
to extend or end the work of being a vocationalvolun-
teer. The relationship should be structured so that the
volunteers need not feel-guilty if they choose to leave
the program, and the paid school staff do not feel that
somehow they have failed whenever a volunteer re-
signs. Given this perspective, retention should be
viewed as pfoviding volunteers with the support, op-
portunities and reinforcement which they need to
successfully complete their assignments.

Reasons for Attrition

Specific causes of volunteeredropping out of school
volunteer programs were identified by participants a t
a volunteerism workshop and reported by Helgerson
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REQUEST FOR COMMUNITY RESOURCE VOLUNTEER

Teacher's Name Today's Date

Course Subject

.Grade of Students Class Size

Building and Room Number

Date Range

'lime of Day

Duration of Presentation/Field nip

Nature of Presentation/Fleld Trip

Name of Community Resource Volunteer

Phone.

Special Instructions

Do Not Write Below ThiLine

Date Received Date Completed

Resource Person's Name Telephone

Address

Scheduled Time of Visit

Special Requirements

Date Confirmation Card Mailed
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COMMUNITY RESOURCE VOLUNTEER

Employment Guidance 9-12-
Topic or Program Grade Level

Mrm or Organization Tennessee Department of Employment Security

Contact Person Mr. Andrews Phone: 5554327

Address 1020 Main Street, Nashville, TN 34567

limes Available Daily (Monday-Friday) 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM

Meld Trip In School X Duration Fkxibk

Descriptiom of Prograin: Labor market information is provided on jobs requiring vocational education
43reparation within the Nashville area. Apprenticeship opportunities availabile in the area' can also be
.described, along with information on the vocational courses which will prepare them to become apprentices.'

The program is an oral presentation. Films can be provided on "How to applyfor a job," "How to fill out an
employment application," etc.

Special Requirements: One week advance notice is requested. 16 mm projectioh equipment should be arranged
for by_theinstructor.

(Derived from Good Friends Volunteer Services Handbook of Community Resource Volunteers, Nashville
Metropolitan Public Schools)
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(1975). The major causes which were identified are as
follows:

Poor placement
Lack of supervision
No guarantee that the volunteer's participation
would be effective
Long-range potential of volunteers wasn't utilized
Oppottunities for personal growth were curtailed
lime, talent and skills were not utilized in a useful
way
Job ladders were not encouraged, i.e., a volunteer
who had done an excelleni job should have been
giventhe opportunity to move up; to becoMe, per-
haps, a trainer of other volunteers

Environmental Factors .

One of the key factors for retaining volunteers is
creating an environment within the schools that will
contribute to the satisfaction which the volunteer
derives from his/her assignment. Mut the school
perionnel who will be working with volunteers will
need to be provided an orientation on how to develop
an effective working relationship with their volun-
teers. This will entail an understanding of the respon-
sibilities which they will assume when working with
a volunteer, incltiding superVisoryresponsibilities, ap-
praisal of the volunteer's performance; recognition of
the volunteer's contributions, and evaluation of the
effectiveness of the program. Secondly, the-physical
environment within the schools will need to be con-
aidered since it, too, contributes to volunteer retention.
As pointed out by Davis and Maguire (1977), "One of
the most significant factors in terms of [volunteer]
efficiency and morale is the availability of some area
that serves as the headquarters for vOlunteers. This is
a place where they can receive notices, messages, see
other volunteers and store materials." The same
authors also note that the allocation of such space to
volunteers increases the prestige and status of the
school volunteer program;-which in turn facilitates
retention as well as recruitment of new volunteers.
Other environmental factort, which can contribute to
the retention of volunteers include provision of park-
ing space; creating comfortable worksreas for volun-
teers who are assigned to positions outside the class-
room; laboratory or shoP; and providing volunteers
with the materials and.support services necessary to
perform their work, (e.g., typing, duplication, tele-
phone, etc.).
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Recoghition and Appreciation

Informal and formal evidence of recognition and
appreciation for the volunteers' assistance is extreme-
ly important in retaining volunteers. Informal evi-
dence of recogriition and appreciation comes mainly
from the immediate supervisor of the volunteer and
other staff members workink with the volunteer. Thus,
it is important that they be sensitive to the importance
of expressing their appreciation to the volunteer.
Among the methods for expressing appreciation are
the following:

Asking the volunteer for advice on problems
Taking time to talk.with the volunteer and listen
to him/her
Inviting the Volunteer to attend staff meetings
Expanding the volunteer's responsibilities com-
mensurate with his/her capabilities and interests
Sharing books, journals, magaimes, etc. with the
volunteer
Offering the volunteer a ride when he/she has
transportation problems
Taking part in less desirabletasks with thevolun-
teer
Sending a get-well card or birthday card
Defending the volunteer against hostile or nega-
tive staff or students
Treating the volunteer to lunch, a soft drink or
coffee
Alerting the volunteer to upcoming school or
community events which might be of interest to
him/her
Saying "Thank you," "You did a great jab," "The
students really enjoy your help," etc..

More formal methods of providing recognition and
evidence of appreciation should be sponsored and sup-
ported by the volunteer program office as well as the
school staff. Lake (undated) cites the following ex-
amples of formal recognition for volunteer services:

Awarding special citations for extraordinary ac-
hievements
Conducting community-wide recognition events
Planning a Recognition edition of the agency
newsletter
Providing substantive in-service training
Providing scholarships to volunteer conferences
or-workshops--'
Planning annual ceremonial occasions



Awarding plaques to sponsoring groups, busi-
nesses or organizations

When the services of a vocational volunteer are
provided by an agency or business, the organization
as well as the volunteer should be recognized for their
assistance. A sample certificate of appreciation is pre-
sented on the following page.

Volunteer Growth

There will be occasions, and perhaps many of thein,
where the volunteers will want to take on different or
more challenging assignments. It may be that a guest
lecturer from industry wouldlike to become involved
in curriculum design, or that a volunteer helping to
place students in jobs would like to assist in vocation-
al counseling. Regardless of the nature of the desired
change, ne vocational volunteer program will need
to provide opportunities for volunteers to grow within
their current assignments as well as to move into new
assignments. If ouch opportunities are not offered,
the program will eventually find that some of its most
capable volunteers are leaving the program to take on
more stimulating volunteer work or to devote that
time and effort to their jobs, families or hobbies.

Growth opportunities for volunteers are needed both
within.their existing assignments and across assign-
ments. The supervisor of the volunteer is largely re-
sponsible for the former, since he or she will determine
the tasks the volunteer is to perform. For this reason,
the topic of growth opportunities for volunteers should
be addressed during the staff orientation sessions
and age* when the volunteers' performance is being
reviewed. In general, the supervisor should be encour-
aged to allow the volunteer to take on new tasks to the
extent tbat (a) they are consistent with the goals and
objectives of the vocational volunteer program, (b)
they do not violate,school or institutional policies or
rules 'regarding the utilization of volunteers, and (c)
the supervisoris willing to have the volunteer perform
those tasks. By allowing volunteers to take on new
tasks within their existing assignments, the Super-
visor can help to ensure that the assignment remains
interesting to the volunteer and thereby avoid prema-
ture resignation from the assignment.

Growth opportunities across volunteer assignments
are the responsibility of the coordinator of the voca-
tienal volunteer program. Periodic telephone or letter
contacts with each vocational volunteer can serve to
keep the program coordihator abreast of the volun-
teers' desires or needs for changes in their assign-
ments. A follow-up pre-addressed card can be included
with the letter tq make it easier for volunteers to
respond to the letter. The letter might also include
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information on new volunteer assignments which are
of potential interest to the volunteer. Such contacts let
each volunteer know that the program is truly inter-
ested in his or her unique needs, and as a result pro-
vides additional evidence of theprogram's interest in
and appreciation of each volunteer contacted.

As a corollary of volunteer growth in their assign-
ments, it is also important that opportunities be avail-
able for volunteers to shift to new assignments Which
are perhaps less demanding than their current ones
or which simply reflect a change to another assign-
ment of the same type. The volunteers may nave
moved to another area of the city and would like to be
assigned to a school closer to their new, home. A
change in the volunteers' work schedules might re-
quire a corresponding change in their volunteer as-
signment. Other factors which can contribute to the
volunteers' desire to have their assignments changed
include personality conflicts, transportation problems
and a desire to meet new people. Regardless of the
reason, the volunteer program shoUld be designed to
accommodate its volunteirs' needs for changes in
their assignments; failure to do 8o will result in the
loss of sdme vocational volunteers.

Volunteers wilo provide assistance on a continuing
basis should also be provided with a performance
appraisal on at least an annual basis. Such an ap-
praisal should be designed to serve as an opportunity
for honest feedback both to and from the volunteer.
Equally important, performance appraisals proVide
the volunteers with a chance to individually review
their accomplishments and hopefully to renew their
commitment to serving as vocational volunteers.

"
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CERTIFICATE OFAPPRECIATION

Presented to
in redognition of service rendered to

" The Volunteers in Vocational. Educatio47

project at
Given this day of ,1982

Director, Vocational Education Project Coordinator

Executive Director, Career Education Principal



Evaluation

Evaluation of the vocational volunteer program
shoirld be designed to (1) provide information on
which to base decisions Concerning program opera-
tions, and (2) demonstEate the imPact of the program
to yohiriteers,,school personnel, school board mem-
bers, community groups, and potential recruits or
other contributors to the program. The decision-
making component of evaluation serves to maximize
the impact of the program given existing resources;
the demonstration component influences the future
expenditure of financial and humin resources for pro-
gram purposes.

Evaluation should begin during the planning of the
program. One of the first questions which will need to
be answered is: "What does our vocational education
program need which could best be provided by a yoca-
tionarvolunteer program?" Xthe answeiindicates a
potential rolefor a vocational volunteer program, then
an evaluation strategy should be developed to mopitor
the effectiveness of the planned program for decision-
making purposes, and to demonstrate the results of
the prom& to other intereeted parties. If the answer
tathat question indicates that &volunteer program is
not a viable alternative for meeting the vocationall
program's needs, then the evaluation is completed:
Do not expend resoturces on implementing a vocation-
al volunteer program.

Given this dual thrust of the evaluation, there are
two potentially different types of information which
will need ,to be collected. Those responsible for the
planning and operation of the program will have a
need for promss art well as impact data; those who are
not involved irr the planning and operation of the
program will be primarily interested in the henefits
(and costs) of the program. The types of evaluation
information needed by program decision makers can
be derived from the goals, objectives and planned
activities of the program. The information which will
be wanted by others outside of the volunteer program
will need to be inferred by program personnel when
designing the evaluation.

Monitoring Program Performance

For each objective of the volunteer program, one or
more activities were planned which were expected to
lead to attainment of the objective. During implemen-

. tation of the program, the monitoring component of
evaluation focuses on those activities so that devia-
tions-from the planned activities can be identified and
corrected. Thus, the monitoring component of pro-
gram evaluation serves to keep the volunteer program
office aware of the progress being made toward ac-
hieving the planned activities which are considered
important for the attainment of objectives.

. A well-developed plan for the volunteer program
can serye as a guide for developing the monitoring
system. Such a plan will specify the objectives of the
program, the major activities to be performed in at-
.taining the objectives, the dependency relationships
between activities and the anticipated time frame for
performing activities. However, even the best of plans
is not likely to serve as a blueprint for a monitoring
system. More specific measures of progress will need
to be determined and strategies for taking those mea-
surements will have to be developed.

The selection of appropriate measures of progress is
vital to the successful development, implementation
and utilization of a program monitoring system. Mea-
suree must be selected which program decision makers
will agree upon as valid,lndicators of performance.
This can be accomplished by reviewing each major
component of the program and enunierating various
possible types of evidence which would indicate that
the activity is progressing satisfactorily. From those
possible indicathrs, one or more should be selected to
serve as the subsequent measure(s) of performance
which will be used to monitor progress. In making
this selection, the specific procedure by which the
measurement will be made ehould be determined after
due Consideration is given to the resources necessary
to collect ancrprocess the information.
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Monitoring the program's performance need not
require an extensive data collection effort involving
teachers, students and volunteers. To the contrary,
Pie emphasis should be on recording the activities
which have taken place and perhaps the short-term
results of those activities. The central Concern of moni-
toring performance is to determine if the program is
proceeding as planned, and to ,identify activities
which need attention. For example, in a volunteer
recruitment campaign, possible measures of success-
ful performance might be as follows:

(1) To obtain newspaper, radio and television news
coverage of the needs for vocational Volunteers

(2) Toapeak to at least, ten professioilal and trade
associations regarding the program's needs for
vocational volunteers

(3) To make personal contacts with at least 50
potential vocational volunteers

(4) To obtain completed vocational volunteer appli-
cation forms from 50 persons

The measurement of performance criteria such as
the above can be ticcomplished with a minimum
amount of additional effort, and yet it can serve to
determine thp progress being made hi implementing
the recruitment campaign.

Through the early determination of the- measures
which will be used to monitor theprogram's perform-
anCe the recording of activities and progress can be
integiated into the operational procedures used by the
volunteer program staff. Furthermore, by establish-
ing the Measurement criteria in advance,benchmarks
are availahle for interpreting the Program's progress
as it proceeds through its development.

Evaluating the Effects of the Program

The monitoring,of.tbe program's performance can
serve to identify strengths and limitations in its imple-
mentation; however, eyaluating the effectiveness of
the program goes beyond the scope of the program
monitoring system. Now \the time comes to measure
the subsequent results of all earlier efforts, to deter-
mine the extent to-which thp program has-achieved
its intended ends and to prepare a new plan based on
-the findings.

At the heart of a meaningfui evaluation are pre-
determined progranT objectives which specify the im-
pact which the program is intended to have upon the
vocational education program. The various efforts
which were expended to recruit, orient, train, place
and supervise vocational volunteers should result in

,
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outcomes which can justify those efforts. How have
the students, instructors, administrators and the com-
munity benefited by the vocational volunteer pro-
gram? Were those benefits coincidental, or can they
actually be attributed to the volunteers' involyement?
By establishing measurable objectives for the pro-
gram prior to its implementation, and designing an
evaluation.plan in advance, these questions can be
answered-with reasonable certainty. The findings of

,the evaluation can then serve as input for improving
the effectiveness of the program, or deciding that the
results of the program do not justify the efforts.

Recent evaluations of educational volunteer pro-
grams differentially focus their attention on three
major areas of inquiry: (1) activities engaged in as a
result of theprogram; (2) responses to the program on
the part of school personnel;Volunteers, students and
parents; and (3) the impact of volunteer activities
upon student performance. The fiist area of inquiry
activitiesis typified by tabulation of the number of
volunteers recruited, number of new placements, total
hours of volunteer services, etc. (e.g., Davis, 1979;
Logan, '1975; Hooper, 1976). This type of information
reflects the magnitude and scope of the program and
is similar to the types of information which would be
collected by an ongoing program monitoring system.

The immediate effects which the volunteer program
has upon participants in,the program represents the
second area of inquiry. This area of evaluative inquiry
is characterized by the collection of information from
students, school personnel and volunteers concerning
their assessments of volunteer protram activities. The
information is generally collected by means of ques-
tionnnaires or opinionnaires, and the findings tend to
reflect participants' responses to the program rather
than changes which have resulted from the program,
(e.g., HoOper, 1976; Thurber, -1973; Hedges, 1972;
Brock, 1976; Logan, 1975). Paiticipants' reactions to
the program can convey important information re-
garding areas or activities in need of improvement.
For example, how do the volunteers feel about the
adequacy of the orientation they received? Do school
personnel find the volunteers to be prepared for their
assignments? Do volunteers feel that their skills and
interests are being appropriately utilized? By explor-
ing these types of questions the program can modify
its ongmng activities so as to be more effective in its
overall efforts.

The third area of inquiry focuses on educational
changes which can be attributed to volunteer services.
These changes may be in the area of student perform-
ance, support services, etc., but should be directly
related to the objectives of the yocational volunteer
program. This probably will represent the most diffi-
cult aspect in evaluating the vocational volunteer pro:



gram, and if one intends to evaluate the changes
resulting from the program it is absolutely essential
that the evaluation be planned in advance. Unless
such planning takes place, it is possible that the
changes lesulting from the program will be incapable
of being measured. The implication of this situation is
that the program could be incapable of documenting
the positive benefits it has achieved, and without such
documentation it could lose its supportfinancial and
other.

This handbook cannot provide you with the specif-
ics of exactly how to go about planning the evaluation
,Eff a vocational volunteer program; each.program is
unique, and will therefore require its own evaluation
strategy. We can advise you to begin thinking about
evaluation from the start of the program, and to keep
in mind the following tips for evaluating your voca-
tional volunteer program:-

'Have at least-one measurable objective related to
each of the volunteer program's goals.
Be realistic in estimating the time frames neces-
sary for the attainment of objectives.
Make sure the objectives of the program are specif-
ic and that their attainment is capable of being
measured.

4,- Compare the objectives with each other to make
sure that they are not in conflict.
Have objectiveefocus on the -results of activities
rather than on activities alone, i.e., focus on what
the vocational volunteers are supposed to accom-
plish, not just on the number of volunteers or the
activities they engage in.
Make sure-thit baseline data are available for
comparison purposes wherever you plan to have
changes from current levels (e.g., increases in stu-
dent achievement, reductions in dropout rates,
increases in job placement rates, etc.).
If questionnaires are to be used to collect inform a-
tion, be sure you have the resources necessary for
printing, postage and data analysis.
Where questionnaires are to be used, try not to
ask people to complete more than one question-
naire and be sure you ha ve a use for each item of
information you request from them.
Have the evaluation plan reviewed by your super-visor.and the yolunteer program's advisory com-
mittee; make sure that everyone agrees on how
the program is tO be evaluated.

Keep in mind that it can be very difficult to establish
cause and effect relationships between volunteers in
classrooms/laboratories and changes in student ac-

hievement. To do so you must be able to determine
which students were assisted by volunteers, the nature
of that assistance and how much assistance was pro-
vided. This can require rather extensive recordkeeping
on the part of the volunteers or the supervisors of the
volunteers. Given this difficulty in evaluating changes
in student achievement attributable to volunteers, one,
source suggests that a more viable approach towards e.

evaluating the benefits of volunteers in the classroom
is to focua on threebasic queations:

1. Are the classroom instructors happy with what
the volunteers are doing?

2. How do the students seern to respond to the
volunteers' presence and interaction with them?

3. Are the volunteers happy in their work?

The writer explains that "The answers to questions
such as these, while subjective in nature,inay proVide
more accurate answers than any empirically based
evaluation scheme (The Mott Institute for Community
Improvement, 1973).

Despite the above miter's comments, it is preferable
to plan an evaluation strategy which focuses on the
particular objectives of the volunteer program. By
doing so the evaluation can detect specific areas which
are in need of improvement, and thereby a strengthen-
ing Of the Volunteer program canhe aeconiplished.

Internal and External Evaluation

The evaluation-of-the volunteer program can be
conducted by those directly involved in the volunteer
program or others in the schooksystem, or it can be
performed entirely or in part by individuals from out-
side the school system or institution. The primary
advantages of internal evaluations are that they cost
less to conduct, and the evaluation process itself can
be an informative experience for the evaluators. On
the othet hand,, the primary advantages of external
evaluations are that they can provide specific evalua-
tion expertise to the program, they require less staff
time to conduct,'and the results are more likely to be ,

viewed by otheri is being free from 1340. This last
point may be parficularly important if the results will
be used to supplidocumentary evidence and data to a
school board or edministrators in justifying 'funding
for maintaining or expanding the volunteer Program.

In censidering the use of outside ev,alua6on exper-
tise, don't overlook the possibility of obtaining the
assistance of volunteers in planning and conducting
the evaluation. University faculty and graduate stu-
dents taking courses in statistics, psychometiics or

41,
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educatioriil evaluation are loo;ical sources for recruit-
ing such asiiitance. Such help, whether voluntary or
paid for, can be pariicularly advantageous in develop-
ing evaluation inafrumeMa(quastionnaires,,design-
ing sampling stritagies, and Performing data analy-
sis and interpretation.
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